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Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

Some of you may already have heard that the

 eroFame Global Trade Convention has prepared a

survey to decide the future direction of the event. To

that end, you will find a questionnaire added to this

edition of EAN, giving you an opportunity to express

your suggestions and wishes. Of course, you can also

answer the questionnaire online, for instance on the

EAN Facebook page or the eroFame Facebook

page. But what is this whole hubbub about? Primarily,

it is about the location of eroFame. Some industry

members feel that Hanover is not the perfect place

for the show anymore, or they feel that another city

might attract more members of the international

trade. Of course, eroFame has responded to these

suggestions, offering several options to its exhibitors

and visitors. Now it is up to the producers, distributors,

wholesalers, and retailers to decide whether the show

will stay in Hanover, whether it will take place in a

 different European metropolis once every three years,

or whether the show will move to a new location

 altogether. Depending on the trade and  industry’s

 response, there could be a test event in Amsterdam,

taking place in the spring of 2017. Naturally, you are

also welcomed to suggest other alternative locations.

The organisers of eroFame ask the industry and trade

to let their voice be heard and participate in this survey

in great numbers so eroFame can continue to reflect

the wishes and needs of the adult market. Irrespective

of the results of this survey, the location for the two  

next instalments of the show is already set due to  

pre-existing agreements, meaning those two shows will

definitely take place in Hanover. A change of location

in any way or form will only be possible after that. Also,

the organisers of eroFame have already eliminated

one city from the list of possible alternatives, namely

Berlin. As the organisers explained, the industry conti-

nues to develop in a more mainstream-friendly direc-

tion, and eroFame wants to reflect the positive image

of the  industry. Berlin, however, has traditionally been

associated with the hardcore aspect of the market

since it’s the location of adult show Venus. Therefore,

this location does not meet the criteria and expecta-

tions of the eroFame organisers. Apart from that,

 however, all suggestions will be considered. It will 

definitely be interesting to see how this develops. 

That's it for this month!

Matthias Poehl

letter

from the editor
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Aesthetics have always been important to Rianne Swierstra –

in all areas of life. So it’s not really surprising that the products

of the RIANNE S brand excel in the style department. In our in-

terview, Rianne tells us about her career in the industry since

entering the world of erotic products in 2010.

The logo of the Lingox brand is quite telling: An open mouth with

a stuck-out tongue symbolises the company name – a name

which combines “lingo” for language and “X” for sex. Of course,

there’s much more to the company than just that, and a lot of it

can be found in our interview with founder Manuel Martin.

From skiing to flying a helicopter to starting Sportsheets: Tom Ste-

wart has definitely done a lot of things in his career. Which of

them have left the most indelible mark on his life, and what

other things does he want to explore? He tells us, in our la-

test edition of 'Monthly Mayhem'.

For a long time, the adult industry was more or less a boys’ club,

but that has changed over the course of the past few years.

More and more women hold management positions, adding a

female perspective to the industry. EAN spoke about this deve-

lopment with Angela Lieben, the Marketing Manager of Liberator.

Masturbators usually follow the same functional principle – a

principle you could call “physical stimulation.” ElectraStim’s

Jack Socket, however, adds the concept of “electrical stimu-

lation” to the mix. Andy Smith, CEO of ElectrasStim parent

company Cyrex, tells us more about the product.

Page 86 Page 104

Page 62

Page 126
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C O N T E N T

How can the retail trade be more successful with sexual supplements?

Looking for an answer to this question, EAN turned to a specialist for this

product category, Vitenza’s General Manager, Django Marecaux. His helpful

advice about the marketing of these products can be found in our interview.

Page 72

Page 108

The international b2b trade
fair for the erotic industry

www.erofame.eu

Hannover Messe Halle 02  
D 30539 Hanover  
Germany 
October 05-07, 2016

The TV show „The Joy of Sex Toys“ grants the viewer a look 

behind the scenes of Lovehoney. The company founders, Neal

Slateford and Richard Longhurst tell us about the making of the

show and about the positive effects this kind of public exposure

has – and not just for Lovehoney, but for the industry in general.
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Seattle, USA - Kheper Games, Inc.

has announced that they have 

launched two new items: Pride Confetti –

Male and Pride Confetti – Female. Each

packet comes with 15 grams of confetti

in either male or female symbol shapes

in the colors: red, orange, yellow, green,

blue, and purple. They are targeted to be decoration or

to throw at gay and lesbian events, including marriages,

last night out parties, pride parties, birthdays, or any other

event where groups of LGBTQ friends and family may gat-

her. “We’ve had many requests to add more products to

our line now that same sex marriage is legal in the U.S.,”

explains CEO Brian Pellham. “The confetti felt like a good

fit for us, since we also have Gay Sex! and Lesbian Sex!

card games, the latter of which was featured in the last

episode of The ‘L’ Word. Also, the rainbow is symbolic of

everyone in the spectrum of sexuality, so the flexibility of

these two versions allows for them to be easily mixed 

together as well.”

Kheper Games 
launches Pride Confetti

08

Amsterdam, The Nether lands – K i i roo,  the Dutch based market leader

in teledi ldonics, proudly announces Frank Kok as their  new Sales Director.

Af ter f i f teen years of experience within the f inancial industr y,  Frank has

spent the past seven years in the Adult  Novelty Industr y.

Kiiroo announces new Sales Director

The first five years he was part

of EroPartner Distribution and

contributed their accelerated

growth. Over the last two years, Frank has worked with Mys-

tim and put them on the global map. "We are very excited

Frank is joining our team'', says Toon Timmermans, CEO

of Kiiroo. ''Frank has an outspoken personality, and is able

to communicate in an open and direct way, and has an

outstanding global network within the Adult Industry. We

strongly believe we will be able to achieve our future am-

bitions by teaming up with Frank." Frank is looking forward

to his new challenges as well. "I have always been very

grateful for the opportunities offered by both Eropartner Dis-

tribution (to introduce me to the industry) and Mystim (to

expand my international network). Both experiences will

act as guidance for this next adventure", Frank says. "I am

super excited to dive into the trend towards technologically

advanced interactive pleasure toys. Virtual reality porn is

already creating demand for this kind of technology and

adding the sensation of ''touch'' by Kiiroo technology will

be a very interesting development". Frank can be reached

at Frank@kiiroo.com. 

Frank Kok joined Kiiroo

N E W S
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JimmyJane Form 8 – 
Now in stock at ABS

The dual stimulation vibe 

This vibe is now in stock at ABS Holdings.

The Form 8 features an ultra flexible

design and no less than three motors. The

simple digital controls allow to control pleasure in the

heat of the moment. Form 8 offers 5 vibration intensi-

ties and 7 digital vibration modes. The waterproof de-

sign makes this vibrator perfect for play in the bath,

the shower or beyond. The smooth continuous con-

tours deliver sensation that’s strong and precise. This

vibe is made from medical grade silicone that’s

phthalate free for safe regular use. The USB rechar-

geable design allows to power it up for anytime play. 

Wimborne,  England -  The J immy-

Jane Form 8 is  a unique luxury vi-

brator  that del ivers  dual cl i toral

and G-spot pleasure.

Wadgassen, Germany - MALESATION’s Penis 

Extenders are designed to extend the penis by 

either 5 cm, 7,5 cm or 10 cm. Within the tip the Extender

features an extension piece, which creates, according to

ST Rubber, “a seamless, soft and therefor pleasurable rea-

listic delight”. The sleeve of the Extender can be cut off to

achieve the desired length. Every product is made of

phthalat free TPE, approx. 7,5 cm long and has a 

diameter of approx. 1,75 cm. The outer thickness of 0,5

cm also helps to create additional volume. 

MALESATION releases 
Penis Extenders

Fancy a bit more?
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Almere, The Netherland  – Have you already discovered and stocked up on the fabulous

Kits col lect ion by CalExot ics? This range of gi f t  sets for him, her and couples contains

everything lovers need for a night of int imate and pleasurable fun, packaged in s leek and

elegant package!

Get your Kits on with 
CalExotics at Scala Playhouse

Scala Playhouse stocks a wide

range of CalExotics Kits, ranging

from G-spot sets for her and prostate

sets for him to various naughty kits for

both lovers. In the Kits collection, Cal-

Exotics has bundled some of its most

popular products to offer consumers

a full intimate adventure. CalExotics:

“The Kits collection combines some

of our best-selling paired products

and styles into several convenient 

packages that simplify the shopping

experience and offer a great value.

In the His Essential Pump Kit, we were

able to include one of our most 

popular pumps with an equally 

popular anal probe and 3 all-purpose

rings. The His Masturbation Kit includes

one of our best-selling travel-sized and

full-sized masturbators with 3 heavy-

duty rings. The Her G-Spot Kit includes

our iconic Butterfly Kiss, one of our 

well-known stimulators, a multi-speed 

G-spot stimulator and 3 finger teasers.

And, in the Ours Date Night Kit, we

were able to package our best-selling

couple’s game, Touch Me, with a

wildly popular dual enhancer ring,

massage oil and a tickling feather. All

of the kits are thoughtfully composed

and packaged to offer an unforget-

table experience and value.”

The various Kits can be presented in

store as a collection, but also look

great on their own. Each box has

been designed to look luxurious, yet

also approachable and non-intimi-

dating: allowing for mainstream 

presentation options. Whether you are

looking for great gift sets for entry-level

or advanced consumers, male or 

female, couples or singles; you will

find a match in the must-have new

Kits range by CalExotics at Scala 

Playhouse.

Gift sets for him, her and couples

N E W S
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Flensburg, Germany - The “Thai

Festival” for Russian trade took

place in the Chinese city of 

Shenzhen on 21st – 23rd January

2016. Sven Jacobsen and Hauke

Christiansen were there representing

ORION Wholesale. They had taken

various novelties with them from the

Flensburg erotic specialist however,

the focus was on presenting the new

womanizer W500 Pro during these

three “speed dating” trade fair days

– much to the delight of the women

who were there. ORION Wholesale is

the exclusive distributor of the 

womanizer W500 Pro in Europe and

Russia. Nevertheless, the new sex toys

from “Javida”, “Smile” and “Bad Kitty”,

the new lubricant from “Just Glide”

and the current collections of

“Abierta Fina” and “Cottelli Col-

lection” in its new environmentally

friendly packaging also attracted a

lot of interest from the Russian 

retailers. Overall, the three trade fair

days were a positive experience for

ORION Wholesale despite the difficult 

market environment in Russia at the 

moment. Just like in the previous year,

the trade fair was a great opportunity

to talk directly and in great detail to

approx. 100 Russian retailers. ORION

has a reputable name in Russia 

and is considered to be a fair and 

reliable partner. 

ORION Wholesale at the “Thai Festival”

Promotion material for “Abierta

Fina” for the Russian market
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Toronto, Canada  – Worldwide sales for the PalmPower Personal Massager have continued to

climb in spite of competing wands flooding the market. The PalmPower Personal Massager

was first introduced in 2011 in the European and Australian markets.

PalmPower sales continue to soar worldwide

Making a large impact right from the beginning, the 

PalmPower quickly earned its spot on shelves and e-sto-

res. Something that was this small in the wand category

had never made vibrations so powerful before. When 

customers soon started to feel its power, word of mouth

and a strong endorsement from shop owners really 

propelled the PalmPower to the top. Since 2011, 

PalmPower has been introduced to the rest of the world

and is available in all major markets around the world.

In early 2015, the PalmPower brand was further revitalized

when it teased a new version called the PalmPower 

Recharge. Boasting virtually the same power as the Ori-

N E W S

ginal PalmPower, the PalmPower Recharge is cordless

and charged using an included USB charging cord. Pre-

orders leading up to its launch were very impressive

which made it one of BMS Factory’s strongest launches

yet. 

To offer customers further variety, PalmPower and 

PalmPower Recharge can both be fitted with PalmPower

Attachments (each sold separately). These attachments

easily connect to the head and can transform the 

massager into many different variations from clitoral, 

g-spot, nipple massage and more depending on what

sensation the user wants to achieve. 

BMS
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Almere,  The Nether lands  –  I f  you want  e rot ic  toys  o f  the h ighest  qual i ty  mater ia l :   

Myst im is the brand for you. The brand has an amazing collection of premium e-st imulation

aluminum toys, body-safe, hygienic and is bui l t  for endless int imate play. 

Go for quality, go for Mystim aluminum

The aluminum Mystim designs are

currently ready to order at Scala

Playhouse! The Mystim aluminum as-

sortment at Scala Playhouse offers

a choice in various high quality pro-

ducts, perfect for consumers disco-

vering the joys of electro

stimulation. Go for the

smooth touch and sleek

appeal of one of the must-

have butt plugs from the

series. The Mystim Little

John plug is a sized small,

suited for entry-level consumers. Go

a bit bigger with the Mystim John

Large, which – as its name suggests

– is for more experienced users. If

you want even more stimulation, the

Big John XL plug is your ultimate

Scala Playhouse 

N E W S
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companion…The range also con-

tains various elegant dildos, such as

the Double Dan and the Groovey

George, and even includes the

Egg-cellent Egon: an aluminum lust

egg that will make lovers cuckoo

with pleasure! The Mystim aluminum

products are perfect conductors for

electricity, allowing comfortable and

safe e-stimulation adventures. All the

products come in a sleek, contem-

porary packaging with a luxurious

look and feel. 

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Nether-

land/ London, England - With

the release of a new and exclusive 

luxury brand, one of the most 

important things is a very good 

marketing campaign! The main

goal is to make consumers aware

of the new product, recognize the

designs and feel a connection 

with the brand. Part of this can be 

done with beautiful lifestyle images, 

videos and online representation

on various platforms. VIVE is about

to take the campaign to the 

next level!  In collaboration with 

Harmony, VIVE will have its own 

complete window display, show -

casing the brand to the streets of

London and their international visi-

tors! For a period of two months,

VIVE will be in a starring role and

will try to create more brand 

awareness!

The Harmony store is located at

103, Oxford Street, bang in the 

center of London. As one of the

best store locations in Europe it has

on average 200 million passers-by

per year! With this in mind the Shots 

in-house design team has come

up with an eye-catching 3D

structure for the store window, that

will surely draw the attention of pas-

sing consumers. At the front of the

construction there will the various

VIVE designs presented on a stand.

The lighting from within will make

sure that it even stands out at night!

If you are interested to have your

own store turned into the ultimate

destination for this luxury brand,

please contact your sales manager

at Shots. Together with the in-house

studio department a unique 

concept for your store can be 

designed. This is of course also 

possible for web shops!

VIVE has now reached 
more than 30 million people

Harmony Oxford Street
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Amsterdam, The Netherlands -  Dutch brand of sensual accessor ies RIANNE S

has unvei led i ts new col lection featuring new shapes and designs, including

the Moon Vibe, the Hear t Vibe and RIANNE S’  f i rs t  toy for couples: The Duo

RIANNE S unveils new collection

N E W S

New shapes and new designs

The Moon Vibe is a rechargeable moon-shaped mas-

sager made of medical grade soft silicon, and has two

powerful motors with three different patterns and four

speeds. The Moon Vibe is available in three colors: Coral

Rose, French Rose and Deep Purple, and comes with a li-

lac cosmetic bag. The Heart Vibe is a 10-speed silicone

massager, rechargeable and has a powerful motor. The

Heart Vibe comes in a playful and fashionable packaging

and has a discrete design. Available in the colors French

Rose, Deep Purple and Coral Rose. The latest innovation

in the field of couple vibrators, the Duo, is designed for

creative couples play. Its shape makes it possible for the

Duo to be used in various ways. Duo is rechargeable and

waterproof. “For the new collection I wanted to experiment

with different colors and packaging. Which is why we have

included coral and nude in our color scheme. Also, we

decided to design a cosmetic bag to include with the

toys which can be used for all your essentials, as well as

discrete storage of the toys at home or during travels”, ex-

plains founder and CEO Rianne Swierstra. Also added to

the RIANNE S collection are the Pussy Playballs, a set of

four kegel balls in different weights which can easily be

switched in the silicone holder, and the Classique, a clas-

sic-shaped vibe with seven vibration modes. 
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Almere, The Netherlands – Do you know what t ime i t  is? I t ’s  t ime to Get Real by TOYJOY!

The brand new TOYJOY l ine extension is  off icial ly launching at the upcoming Extravaganza

Scala Fair  on the 13th and 14th of March.

This collection looks and feels like

the real deal, giving your consu-

mers the most ‘natural’ TOYJOY 

experience yet. The new Get Real by

TOYJOY collection is expected to be

a big hit among your natural loving

consumers. These high quality dildos

and dongs are made of premium

quality materials, giving them a very

realistic look and feel. What makes

them real is that they have been

moulded and designed to give end-

users to the most ‘natural’ experience

possible. The designs each feature

life-like silhouettes, veins and shafts

that will seduce lovers to Get Real by

TOYJOY. The collection features both

vibrating, as non-vibrating designs, all

with a suction cup base which can

be attached to any smooth surface

to enable sensational hands-free

pleasure. This comes in particularly

handy with the vibrating toy, as it lets

control the wired remote, without 

having to hold or support the toy. 

The Get Real by TOYJOY collection is

produced in high quality TPR for a

smooth and life-like appearance.

There are 9 different sizes within the

Get Real by TOYJOY collection, of

which 7 sizes come in both a vibrating

and non-vibrating version. The sizing

of the toys ranges from 6 inches 

(15.5 centimetres) to 11 inches (28

centimetres). Having such a diverse

range of sizes means there is a per-

fect match for each consumer – from

entry-level to advanced – within the

Get Real by TOYJOY collection. The

packaging of the products reflects

the natural feel of the range, contai-

ning neutral and organic coloring. The

toy is clearly visible on the front of the

packaging, to give consumers an 

instant taste of the amazing life-like,

natural appeal of this new collection.

As always, Scala Playhouse offers the

option of custom-made artwork for

our customers. This includes Get Real

by TOYJOY POS slat wall stickers, 

posters and online banners. 

Scala Playhouse

N E W S
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Photographer Rankin has made a

new erotic film for Coco de Mer.

The two-minute film takes viewers be-

hind the scenes of his photoshoot for

the erotic brand’s Spring/Summer

2016 collection. It was filmed at the

Georgian Old Rectory manor house

in Bletchingley, Surrey, England – a po-

pular location for films and TV

shows.Coco de Mer managing di-

rector Lucy Litwack said: “No one films

erotica quite like Rankin. It is a highly

sensual film, perfectly showcasing the

new SS16 lingerie, in a gorgeous lo-

cation. It sums up all that is perfect

about those long summer days in

England.”

The film showcases a lingerie col-

lection inspired by the new Tim Burton

film, Through The Looking Glass, re-

leased later this year. The range aims

to recapture the wayward imagina-

tion of childhood. Its influences are

derived from Lewis Carroll’s story of

Alice but mixed with darker underto-

nes. New pieces include Alis, metallic

lace with a soft pink georgette, Lily

featuring Jean Bracq lace and Cu-

riosa, inspired by the idea of looking

through the keyhole – it features a

nude tattoo tulle with floral motif to

conceal parts of the body.

The Old Rectory was chosen for the

shoot because is perfectly captures

the splendour of Carroll’s landscapes.

BBC1’s adaptation of Jane Austen’s

Emma and Channel 4’s The Politi-

cian’s Wife were both filmed at the

Old Rectory. Rankin has won multiple

awards for X – his film collaboration

with TBWA\London for Coco de Mer

which has been described as the ul-

timate mix of sensuality and fashion.

Rankin’s new erotic film for Coco de Mer

It’s time to Get Real by TOYJOY

The film showcases the new Spring/Summer

2016 Coco de Mer lingerie collection
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"Now, we have launched the new KERI one of the most

powerful and light weight vibrators that you have ever

seen before”, explains Alexandra Schumacher, SVAKOM’s 

European Brand Manager. Covered in ultra-soft environmen-

tally friendly body-safe silicone and with an elegant stainless

tail end, KERI is fully waterproof and safe to use in the bath tub

and easy to clean.The unique semi-arced massaging head

will stimulate the clitoris with accuracy and can also be used

as a G-spot massager. With 5 vibration modes and 5 intensities

for each mode, there is a pleasure setting for everyone. KERI

is fully rechargeable and will last hours before it needs to be

recharged. The vibrator is also whisper quiet when activated,

which means you can barely hear anything from beyond a

meter distance. And apart from clitoral and G-spot stimulation,

KERI also serves as a regular massager for other parts of the

body, including neck and back. “For our distributor Eropartner

Distributor it was clear from the beginning to add this newly

designed vibrator to their offering. It’s a pleasure to work with

their team”, says Alexandra.KERI is available in two colors,

Violet and Pale Pink. 

KERI arrives at 
Eropartner Distribution

Svakom

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Intelligent, elegant

and sleek, that is the newest release of Svakom:

KERI - a power ful contoured vibrator. KERI is now

available through Eropar tner Distribution. 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - After the success of Leg

Avenue’s first KINK collection, the company decided

to create a second collection. “The heart of this collection

is sophisticated KINK, it’s extremely sexy and feminine just

like the character of the Leg Avenue. It shines through in

the photos of this collection, it looks elegant and high-end,”

Leg Avenue describes this new collection and expect that this

will result in better sales. The new KINK collection contains body’s,

bodystocking, pasties, panties, bra-sets, and a new dress. 

Leg Avenue’s 
new KINK collection

The newest release of Svakom: KER
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Almere, The Netherlands -  New at Scala Playhouse: the

Lovers ’  Dream vibe by B lue Dreams Global .  Th is  s leek

couples  toy  i s  un l ike anyth ing on the market  and

can thr i l l  your consumers with i ts  versat i l i ty and ski l l s .

Discover i t  at the Extravaganza Scala Fair.

The Lovers’ Dream is spicing up the world
of couples toys

The innovative new Lovers’ Dream by Blue Dreams Global

Inc. was designed to spice up couples’ intimate pleasure.

It is a toy that both lovers can enjoy; creating a pleasurable

shared experience, a new addition to the couples toys

category.The Lovers’ Dream vibe has been designed to

provide a comfortable fit for her, both internally as externally.

The shape also allows him to fit alongside comfortably, 

generating an intense feeling of fullness for her. Thanks to

its clever design, the intimate toy stays in place all during

intimate play; letting both lovers enjoy its sensational 

vibrations. The vibe features a specially shaped bullet tip,

which can be placed either on the clitoral area or near

the anal area for intense stimulation. The design features 5

functions of vibration – ranging from clitoral to G-spot or

dual stimulation – and 3 vibration speeds. The rechargeable

vibe is waterproof and made of body-safe silicone.

Scala Playhouse 

N E W S
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Tokyo, Japan - Japanese Sex Toy Manufacturer TENGA

Co., Ltd. have recently opened their first shop-in-shop,

the TENGA SHOP in the Namba area of Osaka, Japan.

After the grand opening on December 23rd, the TENGA

SHOP boosted sales in the store by 400% compared to

the same month in 2014. The second shop opened in

the Akihabara area of Tokyo on the 28th of January with

20 more stores set to open up around Japan within 2016.

The company plans to open 100 TENGA SHOPs before

2020, when Tokyo will be host of the Olympic Games. On

top of TENGA’s full assortment of products, the

TENGA SHOPs will showcase and sell a variety of

TENGA merchandise such as T-shirts, Caps and

limited edition items. Director Masanobu Sato

has stated “The high visibility of the shops in shop-

ping districts has definitely help ignite a buzz in

the areas, with TENGA’s bold branding standing

out proudly in the streets.” Sato continues “This is

definitely something we’d love to try overseas

too!” adding that any interested parties can 

contact TENGA at global@tenga.co.jp.

TENGA Shop opens in Japan
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Bath, England - The Joy of Sex Toys takes a

cheeky peek behind-the-scenes look at the Bath

sex toy firm with sales of £45 mill ion a year.

'The Joy of Sex Toys'

The four-part series started

on the Lifetime satellite

channel at 10pm on Sunday

(Feb 14) focuses on the warm

and friendly characters who

work in the warehouse in Bath.

It is being launched after Lo-

vehoney enjoyed the busiest

day in its 14-year history yesterday (Sun, Feb 7) with a surge

of orders ahead of Valentine's. Sales last year were up 53%

and profits up 79% to £3.7 million. Lovehoney staff numbers

have grown by 36% in the last year, thanks to the firm's record

growth. It now has 228 full-time staff, up from 167 a year

ago, and it has further temporary staff working during busy ti-

mes such as the run-up to Valentine's. Each episode features

strong, character-driven storylines from a cast of pickers, pa-

ckers, buyers, customer care staff, toy reviewers and the

team at Lovehoney’s famous returns department. Customers

can return any toy for up to a year after purchase even if it is

not faulty, and it is rubber-gloved Andrea and Katrina’s job to

sort through all the returned packages and customers’ hila-

rious accompanying letters.Viewers will see MTV stars Marnie

Simpson and  Chloe Goodman promote new lingerie lines

while bosses are signing up rockers Motörhead for a new

range of sex toys. We meet Laura and Chris who fell in love

while working at Lovehoney. The series travels to Brisbane to

look at the sex revolution across Australia with the

Lovehoney  team Down Under.

The Joy of Sex Toys is Lovehoney’s third TV collaboration follo-

wing the successful Channel 4 documentary More Sex

Please, We’re British and an earlier six-part fly-on-the-wall series

for Lifetime called Frisky Business. All the TV shows have been

made by acclaimed Oblong Films.

They have been picked up by Netflix and screened across

various channels in more than 15 countries. They are repea-

ted continually - helping to introduce Lovehoney to new

markets globally.

Lovehoney

Laura and Katrina from

Lovehoney's returns department
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Almere, The Netherlands – During the cold winter months there is nothing more pleasurable

than a long, hot and sensual session in a warm bath. It is therefore the per fect time to seduce

your consumers with the erotic Dona by JO bathing products: infused with aphrodisiacs and

pheromones for a truly ir resistible experience.

Seduce you consumers with a 
seductive bath this winter

They are now ready to order at

Scala Playhouse. The Dona by

JO assortment at Scala Playhouse

contains various bathing products

that will draw your consumers’ at-

tention during the cold winter

months. Stock up now on the Dona

by JO Bubble Baths and Bath Salts

and take advantage of this current

demand for erotic wellness essen-

tials. The Bubble Bath products in-

vite consumers to submerge them-

selves in a lovely scented bath with

foamy bubbles. The unique pairing

of aphrodisiacs and pheromones

creates a seductive aroma that will

leave the skin beautifully and irre-

sistibly scented. Lovers only need

to use a few drops to create their

own intimate spa-experience. It is

available in three delicious fragran-

ces: Blushing Berry, Tropical Tease

and Sinful Spring. 

For consumers who want the same

luxurious bathing experience, wit-

hout the foam, the Dona by JO

Bath Salts are perfect matches. The

fragrant Bath Salt helps awaken the

senses and contains the same

soothing blend of aphrodisiacs and

pheromones as the Bubble Bath;

leaving the skin supremely soft and

refreshed. The Bath Salt invites lovers

to surrender to its irresistible aroma

and romance themselves, or a

lover, during an indulging bathing

session. It is also available in the

three fragrances Blushing Berry, Tro-

pical Tease and Sinful Spring.

Dona by JO at Scala 

N E W S
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands -

Kama Sutra has returned to 

Eropartner Distribution. The distribu-

tor has added the complete 

collection including the Prelude to

Love Collection, Sensual Spa &

Massage Collection, Intimacy &

Performance Collection and the

Kama Sutra back in stock at Eropartner Distribution
performance. Also available are

various gift and travel sets, inclu-

ding the Weekender Kit, Treasure

Trove, the Sweet heart and Pure

Heart and the Getaway Kit and

Lovers Travel Kit. “Kama Sutra has

been one of the top brands that

our customers have been asking

for to order from us, so we are 

excited to start introducing our

customers to the product line. The

Kama Sutra Collection has every-

thing a retailer and end-consumer

can ask f or when it comes to lu-

xury romance products” , explains

Mischa Heins, Account manager

at Eropartner Distribution.

Gift Sets and Travel kits Collection.

The Prelude Collection has pro-

ducts for foreplay fun, including

the Pleasure balm, Oil of Love and

the Honey Dust body powder with

a feather applicator. The Sensual

Spa & massage Collection inclu-

des various body care products,

among them Bath salt Treasures of

the Sea, Aromatic and Naturals

Massage Oil, Intimate Caress 

Massage Lotion and Massage

Candles in various fragrances. The

Intensifier Plus Cooling and 

Warming gels, and Love liquid, a

water-based lubricant, were desig-

ned to enhance intimacy and 

Eropartner has added the

complete Kama Sutra collection
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Svakom  
releases KERI

Hertfordshire, England - ElectraStim’s Jack Socket is a 

compact stroker with a difference. It has a curva-

ceous internal texture, skin-like movement and a lifelike

feel, but the similarities with other men’s sex toys ends

there. The Jack Socket Electro-Stroker connects to any

ElectraStim stimulator, blending the sensations of a rea-

listic stroker with the throbbing, pulsating and orgasmic

sensations of electrostimulation. When used with an Elect-

raStim Flick or Flick Duo stimulator, it’s possible to achieve

a fully-synchronised experience with the e-stim pattern

matching the stroking pattern.Jack Socket is set to hit

the retail market on March 1st 2016. ElectraStim stimula-

tors create a mild electrical current that is conducted

by electro sex toys, transmitting the sensation to the

body. A connecting wire with 2mm pins allows any Elect-

raStim toy to be powered by any of their stimulators. 

Shenzhen, China - KERI is a well contoured 

clitoral vibrator with a powerful single motor for

an excellent stimulation.KERI’ s body is made of body-

safe silicone which is smooth and soft. The contours

invite to use KERI  external and internal. For the ex-

ternal stimulation KERI can be directly used on pri-

vate parts, clitoral or on mons veneris up to the

belly button. The single motor is really powerful so

KERI vibrates in all parts of the body for a sensuous

experience. KERI can be used also internal to sti-

mulate the G-spot. KERI vibrates in 5 modes and

5  levels of intensities.

The charging time of KERI is really short; she needs

a single charge of one hour. KERI is water-

proof. That means she is comfor-

table in use and cleaning. 

Jack Socket is set to hit

the retail market on March 1st 2016

ElectraStim presents 
the Jack Socket stroker

KERI is available

in pale pink and violet
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Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands -  Rich is  a luxury butt  plug col lect ion that

guarantees an amazing anal experience. Their  s leek designs are shaped with

various cur ves that feels great against the skin and wi l l  hi t  al l  the r ight places!

RICH, the new luxury butt plug brand by Shots 

All the plugs have a

very well designed

end point preventing it

from slipping in too far

and at the bottom of

the toy is a beautiful

sapphire stone making

it a feast for the eyes.

The RICH collection

features ten different

shaped and styled butt

plugs in the colors gold and silver,

giving it a total of twenty different

toys to choose from. There is also a

variety of sizes available between

the models, starting from 3.5 inches

(8.89 cm) up to 4.9 inches (12.45

cm). All the products in this col-

lection are created from stainless

steel with a glass sapphire at the

bottom. These sapphires come in

the colors Clear, Purple, Blue, Red

and Pink. The color of the stone is

decided by the choice in size of the

plug. Totally in the Shots tradition, this

collection will feature its own unique

designed packaging to ensure it will

stand out between the variety of 

other plugs and brands in the 

market. Included in the box is a 

product description in nine different

languages and the “stimufacts” on

the packaging give information

about the measurements and 

various possibilities of the toy.

Now in stock and available worldwide

N E W S
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cutting-edge toy in its eye-catching,

mainstream-friendly retail display.” The

Rimming Plug is b-Vibe’s first product

— the waterproof remote control vi-

brating plug offers features never be-

fore seen on the market. It is the first

premium plug to incorporate rotating

beads for a rimming sensation and

tip vibration for orgasmic stimulation.

This compact, body-safe, seamless,

silicone plug is powerfully charged to

stimulate all the right spots, and is re-

chargeable by USB for repeated use.

b-Vibe’s high-end design is combined

with engaging branding and marke-

ting, which is focused on conveying

sex education with a fun, friendly 

approach. b-Vibe will be providing 

retailers with eye-catching displays

packed with information that consu-

mers are seeking. “Overall the debut

of the b-Vibe brand was an overw-

helming success,” Sinclair said. “Re-

tailers are excited to add something

new and never-been-seen to the anal

category — a growing segment of

the marketplace. Both men and 

women enjoy anal play, which makes

Vibe’s Rimming Plug extremely 

marketable, particularly with our fresh

approach.”

b-Vibe makes stellar debut

Los Angeles, USA — Up-and-

coming pleasure products brand

b-Vibe made its successful debut at

the XBIZ Show in January. Based on

the strong positive feedback received

from U.S. and international wholesale

buyers, b-Vibe is poised for retail suc-

cess and is excited to hit the ground

running. Company director Alicia 

Sinclair was on hand at the event,

where she met with several buyers to

introduce them to all of the premium

functions of the Rimming Plug, a 

product that is the first of its kind.

“The buyers were really impressed by

the high-end features of the Rimming

Plug — and were impressed even

more by the brand’s mission and

company principles,” Sinclair said. “Se-

veral buyers placed orders on the

spot and are excited to showcase this

RICH, is now in stock and available

in both Shots’ European and American premises

b-Vibe - the first plug to incor-

porate a rimming sensation and tip vibration
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The new Inspire collection by Cal-

Exotics is a revolutionary range of

products, aimed at improving the lives

of women on their journey for heighte-

ned, sexual experience. The innova-

tive designs can help relieve physical

discomfort that might arise from illness,

age or other factors. The products are

carefully constructed for women who

want to increase their intimate

strength, resulting in a more enjoyable

sex life. A portion of the proceeds from

the Inspire collection will go to the Li-

ving Beyond Breast Cancer charity. By

investing in the Inspire range you’re

not just pleasing your consumers with

innovative and helpful products, you

are also contributing to a worthwhile

cause! 

The Inspire collection will be exclusively

sold and marketed in Europe by Scala

Playhouse. The range includes various

inspiring designs such as a vibrating

remote breast massager, kegel exer-

cisers, dilators, massage wands and

intimate teasers. All the Inspire

powered items are USB-rechargeable,

offer different vibration functions and

are made of premium quality mate-

rials such as silicone. 

Inspire your consumers with CalExotics

Almere, The Netherlands – The new Inspire col lect ion by CalExot ics is  exclusively coming

to Scala Playhouse! This innovative range of products is  aimed at women who want to get

more enjoyment out of their  int imate pleasure and increase their  inner st rength. More sa-

t is fact ion for her,  more sales for you…

Inspire exclusively at Scala Playhouse 

Eropartner Distribution has ad-

ded the Doxy Die Cast to its

product offering. The Doxy Die

Cast is a special edition of the

highly popular Doxy Massager. The

size is the same as the standard

Doxy, meaning it can take the

standard sized attachments, ho-

wever, it is heavier at 830 grams.

Also, the body is made from a polished aluminum/

titanium alloy. The head cover is smooth

pure medical grade silicone and the

three large simple buttons are lit with blue

LED lights. The Die Cast has a variable 

escalating pulse setting, like the standard

Doxy. And it operates with any voltage so it

can be used safely anywhere in the world with

a suitable plug adaptor.

Eropartner Distribution is now stocking Doxy Die Cast
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Almere, The Netherlands– Now avai lable at Scala Playhouse: the Special Edit ion purple

col lect ion by Swan.  Th i s  range of  p leasure prov iders  have the same th r i l l ing power 

and high qual i ty feel as other Swan designs, but now come in a l imited edit ion, must-have

purple hue. 

The Special Edition Swan collection 
has arrived at Scala Playhouse

The chic new Special Edition Swan

collection contains five of the

brand’s best-selling designs in a 

seductive deep purple color. These

elegant vibes are all rechargeable,

made of soft touch silicone and

each boasts their own unique 

silhouette and skills. Discover them

all at Scala Playhouse and give your

consumers the chance to get their

hands on this limited-edition 

collection of pleasure providers.

The Special Edition Swan range 

includes the following models: the

Swan Mute, the Swan Whooper, the

Swan Princess, the Swan Silver and

the Swan Kissing. These five designs

have become firm favorites among

lovers worldwide, with the brand 

internationally praised for its high-end

look and feel, combined with lustful

power. For example, the Swan Silver

is known for its hypnotic powers that

take her to a place of pure ecstasy.

The design has accentuated curves

to tease the senses and will thrill users

with its deep, rumbling vibrations

emitted from two separate motors.

The multi-functional design is easy to

control and fits comfortably in the

palm of your hand; offering the most

comfortable self-pleasure imagina-

ble. The Swan Special Edition Silver

has the same skills as its original pink

predecessor, but now boasts a truly

beautiful purple hue that will make

consumers swoon with lust! 

Limited edition 

N E W S
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Ero-

partner Distribution is now ready

to ship We-Vibe’s latest release, Nova,

a massager designed for dual stimu-

lation. “Nova offers a good alterna-

tive to the rabbit-style vibrators as it

has both a flexible clitoral stimulator,

which flexes in order to maintain con-

tact with the clitoris at all time during

use, and a G-spot stimulator,” ex-

plains Eropartner Distribution’s Head

of Purchasing, Elcke Wieffering. “It is

a very unique product, with a one-

of-a-kind design, and just as all the

products by We-Vibe, of high quality

and highly functional.”

Nova is rechargeable, made of

body-safe silicone and has 10

preset vibration modes and a 5-

button control by which the in-

tensity of the vibrations can be

controlled, and either the clitoral

or g-spot stimulator can be tur-

ned off. Nova can also be easily

connected to the We-Connect

app to explore the additional

features, such as creating your

own vibes and the possibility to con-

nect and play together with a partner

from anywhere in the world.

Nova by We-Vibe
Nova is a massager designed

for dual stimulation
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Almere,  The Nether lands –  Great  news for  a l l  anal

lovers:  TOYJOY Anal P lay is  extending i ts  col lect ion

with var ious naughty designs. The Anal Play range at

Scala Playhouse has proven to be very popular with

consumers ,  which has created the oppor tun i ty  fo r

even more sensational designs to join the l ine-up!

Even more backdoor adventures 
with TOYJOY Anal Play

The Anal Play collection is part of

the TOYJOY Classics range. Com-

prising of various high quality anal de-

signs, the range has quickly become

a firm favorite among TOYJOY fans.

Scala Playhouse has added four new

pleasure providers to the collection,

to add even more anal fun to your

consumers’ lives. The new Sweet Sen-

sation, Private Dancer, Bum Buster and

Bottom Beads are perfect for lovers

who want to experiment with anal

play. Just lube them up and you’re

good to go! The new designs will be

officially launched during the upco-

ming Extravaganza Scala Fair on the

13th and 14th of March – so we can’t

reveal all the details yet, but we can

give you a sneak preview on what

anal fun to expect…Let’s give you

some details about one of the new

additions: the Sweet Sensation. This

sleek anal plug is made of premium,

soft touch silicone to give consumers

the most pleasant anal experience

possible. Offering amazing backdoor

stimulation with three – in size increa-

sing – beads, it is surely going to thrill

users with its unique silhouette. The

Sweet Sensation comes with a flared

base for extra comfort and safety 

during the anal adventure. It simply is

a great plug with an amazing quality

for an even more incredible price-

tag. Affordable to all, this is one anal

toy that suits every consumer.

TOYJOY Classics range

N E W S
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ST Rubber now offers
Lovers’ Dream

Wadgassen, Germany

- The German Who-

lesaler ST Rubber now offers

the couples vibrator Lovers’

Dream. This vibrator stimu-

lates both users, if worn 

during sex. She feels fuller

while he can experience a tighter feeling. The product

hast five kinds of vibration, three different speeds for its

three motors and can also be used for solo play. The

Lovers’ Dream is available in three colors (sky blue, hot

pink and vivid purple), has a length of 14,5 cm and a

diameter of 3,5 cm at its thickest spot. It is made of

body-safe silicone, waterproof and rechargeable 

(USB charger incl.).

The Lover's Dream: on stock at S&T

Cottelli Collection Plus: 
Sexy lingerie for curvy women

Flensburg, Germany - ORION´s Cottelli

Collection Plus offers high-quality 

lingerie in sizes up to 4XL for women who

want to show off their beautiful curvace-

ous body. Due to the increase in demand,

this collection is being expanded to offer

more lingerie in larger sizes: seductive 

suspender sets with fancy functions, 

lingerie dresses and chemises, as well as

figure flattering panties made out of corset

fabric with a layer of delicate lace over

the top.The Cottelli Collection Plus lingerie is

available in the (European) sizes XL (48/50) to 4XL (60/62)

and are delivered in environmentally friendly and 

promotional packaging. 
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Almere, The Netherlands – The best-sell ing Anal Play collection by TOYJOY Classics is adding

various new must-have designs to its range. These backdoor adventure toys are the ult imate

choice for your anal loving consumers.

Introducing the new Bottom Beads 
by TOYJOY Anal Play

Scala Playhouse 

N E W S
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Atlanta, USA - Going forward, Oliver Redschlag is taking

over the position of the president of the JOYDIVISION

(North America) LLC to execute the global sales strategies

of the successful manufacturer JOYDIVISION international

AG even more successfully. The JOYDIVISION team inclu-

ding Oliver Redschlag is looking forward to a good start

into 2016. “It was decided that this important and strategic

position can only be fulfilled by me in the future. With this

staff optimization, we are

now in an even better posi-

tion to make international de-

cisions. My over 20 years of

experience will be crucial

and my know-how only of the

highest advantage to further

drive our global expansion.”

so Oliver Redschlag.

JOYDIVISION North America: 
Personnel Change in Management

For example: the new Bottom 

Beads will thrill them beyond belief!

The Anal Play collection was launched

in 2015 as part of the TOYJOY Classics

assortment. Containing a wide variety

of anal pleasure providers, the range

quickly became a best-selling brand.

To add even more fun to the Anal Play

collection, Scala Playhouse is releasing

four more unique designs to invite

consumers to discover their intimate

anal desires. The new additions will be

officially presented at the upcoming

Extravaganza Scala Fair, but we can

already give you a sneak preview of

the new toys… One of the highlights

from the new additions to the Anal

Play range is the Bottom Beads: a

great quality anal chain from the Anal

Play range by TOYJOY Classics. The

flexible design is body-safe and made

of premium, soft touch silicone. This

anal chain offers thrilling stimulation

with 6 - in size increasing - anal beads

and comes with a heart-shaped 

easy-retrieval loop for extra comfort. It

is the perfect choice for lovers who

want to experiment with anal play. Just

lube it up and you're ready to start

your pleasurable adventure!

Gold Coast, Australia -

Australian company 

Sensuous have given their 

popular kissable massage oils

a substantial revamp with a

brand new look and even a

brand new flavor. The company has gone for a much

more chique cosmetic look sporting a gold band and

gold pump applicator. “Sweet Touch was one of the first

products we ever launched,” said Keith Jones joint founder

of the company, “we have come a very long way since

then and we thought it was about time we looked at giving

the bottles a bit of a facelift.”

The company has also added a new flavour to the range

and now offers a Salted Caramel. “Our customers’ just love

the Crème Brûlée flavour and many of them kept saying

that we should add Salted Caramel to the range, so we

listened.”  New look Sweet Touch is available in seven f

lavours and is shipping immediately.  

Contact at ann@sensuous.com.au.

Sensuous Sweet Touch reboot

Sensuous sexy Sweet Touch kissable

massage oils receive a massive makeover

The president of the JOYDIVISION

(North America) LLC: Oliver Redschlag
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Almere, The Netherlands -  New at Scala Playhouse: the amazing Pr ivate Dancer plug f rom

the Anal Play col lect ion by TOYJOY Classics.  This s leek pleasure provider wi l l  be off icial ly

launched at the upcoming Scala Fair  on the 13th and 14th of March and wi l l  thr i l l  lovers

with i ts  unique moves and shapes.

Let the new Private Dancer show you its moves

The Private Dancer plug is just one

of the four new designs added

to the Anal Play range by TOYJOY

Classics. The collection of anal 

pleasure providers was launched in

2015 and has proven to be a big 

success. The four new items will add

even more intimate backdoor 

pleasure to this already amazing

collection at Scala Playhouse. The

new products will be officially 

launched during the Extravaganza

Scala Fair, but we can already share

some of their tantalizing details…

The Private Dancer is a great quality

anal plug suitable for both entry-

level and advanced consumers.

The thrilling design is body-safe and

made of premium, soft touch 

silicone. This anal plug offers sensa-

tional vibrations at the touch of a

button and comes with a flared

base for extra comfort. It is the per-

fect choice for lovers who want to

experiment with anal play. Just lube

it up and you're ready to start your

pleasurable adventure!

Anal Play collection by TOYJOY Classics
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropartner Distri-

bution is now ready to ship the X20 Xtreme,

Bathmate’s latest penis-enlarging product. The

X20 Xtreme pump is especially designed to make

the whole P.E. process go faster and with a solid

comfortable experience. Tim Brown, Brand Manager at Bath-

mate said “ We have always manufactured pumps for guys

who are average sized or bigger. This has meant we have

not manufactured a pump for everyman on the planet,

with the introduction of the Xtreme X20 this is no longer the

case”. The Xtreme X20 has been designed for men who

are no bigger than 12.5cms or 5 inches when erect. Now

every man who wishes to enhance his manhood can do

so, regardless of his starting size. The Xtreme X20 has the ad-

dition of  a handball pump and hose making it the most

powerful and comfortable pump ever. “Ever since we started

carrying the Bathmate pumps, they have been very popular

with our retail partners and their clients”, says Mischa Heins,

Account Manager at Eropartner Distribution. “Bathmate

stands for quality and functionality and the X20 Xtreme is

the perfect addition to the successful Bathmate collection”. 

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - Shots has expan-

ded their S-Line Dolls collection with fifteen new and 

improved models. The complete line-up is now in stock at

Shots Europe and Shots America. The first ten have been

designed in the same setting as the previous models. They

come in their own themed packaging, all with a unique

story for every single doll and they come with three 

openings.Shots has also just released a whole new concept

called 3D Dolls. These five new models have also been 

designed with their own theme but come with a lot more

features. With their realistically designed faces and breasts

they even look more like the real deal. These dolls feature a

sleeve that can be used for vaginal or anal insertion in a

comfortable way. They also include a multi-speed vibrating

bullet that has “moaning-sounds” for some extra life-like sti-

mulation.The packaging of the dolls has also been improved

with two separate viewing windows. One will show the breasts

area and the other shows the unique face of every single

doll. In this way the consumer will be able to see what he

buys excluding any “surprises”. On the packaging there are

also several bullet points printed, plus the theme story.

Shots has expanded their 
S-Line Dolls collection

X20 Xtreme by Bathmate 
now at Eropartner Distribution
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Almere, The Netherlands  – Coming to Scala Playhouse soon:

the amazing Pink Lady Original Value Pack by Fleshl ight.

The value pack offers your consumers everything they need

to star t  their  pleasurable Fleshl ight adventure, combined

with the best-sel l ing Fleshl ight Pink Lady masturbator!

The ultimate value in self pleasure 
is coming to Scala Playhouse

The Pink Lady Original Value Pack

by Fleshlight isn’t just a great set,

it’s a fantastic set! The luxurious box

contains various quality Fleshlight 

products to give your consumers the

most comfortable, enjoyable and

safe Fleshlight experience possible!

First of all, the pack includes the 

famous Fleshlight Renewing Powder.

This powder, uniquely developed 

by Fleshlight, is applied on the 

masturbator sleeve after use, to keep

it feeling as soft and tight as it did

the first time. The Fleshlight Renewing

Powder maintains the quality of the

sleeve, ensuring the preservation of

the masturbator. The value pack also

includes Fleshwash: a toy cleaner to

keep your sleeve feeling fresh and

free of bacteria. To help things to

even more smoothly, the set also

contains a Fleshlube: a special lubri-

cant that ensures hours and hours of

slippery Fleshlight fun. 

Last, but certainly not least, the pack

includes the famous Pink Lady Origi-

nal Sleeve. This inviting pink vaginal

orifice leads to a sensation inner tex-

ture, guaranteed to make users go

wild with desire! The Pink Lady Original

Sleeve is made of Fleshlight its fa-

mous SuperSkin material, giving it a

very realistic soft touch and appea-

rance. This box, which comes at a

great price offers your consumers the

ultimate value in self pleasure and is

a must-have for each erotic retailer! 

N E W S
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The Pink Lady Original Value Pack by Fleshlight 

Almere, The Netherlands - Now

ready to  order at Scala Play-

house: the brand new Gaya by 

TOYJOY Designer Edition. This heavenly

G-spot vibrator has such incredible

skills that your consumers will have no

choice than surrender to this design

its divine pleasure!The TOYJOY Desig-

ner Edition collection has recently

seen the introduction of various new,

luxe pleasure

providers. The

Gaya is the la-

test, innovative

 design from this

great brand.

 TOYJOY Designer Edition is the perfect

choice for customers who desire

more: more design, more  comfort

and more fun! The Designer Edition

range has been created with the

end-user in mind. All the products are

body-safe, easy to operate and

made of the highest-quality materi-

als.The Gaya is a heavenly G-spot 

vibrator with a thrilling silhouette that

will surely seduce your consumers with

its unique skills and high quality look

and feel. The Gaya is curved to 

perfection and is designed to hit all

her sweet spots with divine accuracy.

The G-spot vibrator has a bulbous

head and is made of premium, soft

touch silicone. It features 7 sensational

vibration functions and 3 thrilling 

vibration speeds. It is also  waterproof,

body-safe and USB-rechargeable (the

charging cord is included). The Gaya

comes in a luxurious, sleek black 

packaging; which can also be used

a keepsake box to keep the toy safe

in between usage. 

We-Vibe Rave/Nova and Doxy Die-Cast Wand 

ABS is offering the We-Vibe Rave,

the We-Vibe Nova and the Doxy Die-Cast Wand from now on 
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Ottawa, Canada / Stockholm, Sweden /  San Jose, USA - Standard Innovation Corporat ion

and LELO have reached an agreement to sett le al l  outstanding lawsuits related to U.S.  

Patent No. 7,931,605, Canadian Patent Nos. 2,591,401 and 2,684,004, the couples vibrator

patents,  and US patent No. 7,749,178, the inductively chargeable massager patent.

Standard Innovation and LELO 
settle patent disputes

Cross-licensing agreement

N E W S
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The settlement includes a cross-li-

censing agreement that allows both

companies to respectfully license and

use each other’s relevant intellectual

property. “We are thrilled to see this 

process come to an end and to have

Standard Innovation’s patent covering

the We-Vibe respectfully honored,” said

Frank Ferrari, president of Standard 

Innovation. “We are greatly indebted

to our retail and distribution partners for

their support and commitment to the

We-Vibe brand.” “We are delighted to

reach this positive conclusion for our

distributors, retailers and consumers

that will be able to enjoy LELO’s Tiani

couple’s products throughout the

world. We wish to thank all our partners

for their continued support,” said Steve

Thomson, CMO of LELO. “We’re now

looking forward to continued strong

growth for the couple’s category in 

the months and years ahead.” The

agreement grants LELO a license to

Standard Innovation’s couples vibrator

patent for use in products such as LELO

Tiani, Tiani 2, Tiani 3, Noa and Intimina

Kalia, and grants Standard Innovation

a license to LELO’s inductively charge-

able massager patent.

Flensburg, Germany

- Sexy role-play is

becoming more popu-

lar – and not just during

the carnival period!

That is why ORION Who-

lesale has expanded its already extensive selection of

costumes. For example a naughty nurse, a sexy stewar-

dess, a welcoming maid with, a passionate prisoner, an

open-hearted nun or a sweet bunny. All outfits are high

quality and made with thought and care in every detail.

They are available in the new promotional packaging 

under the “Cottelli Collection” label. The “Wigged Love”

wigs are suited for finishing off the transformation: Whether

it’s playful Lolita, a platinum blonde or a sensual seductress

with long, black hair – wigs emphasise and change the

look. All “Wigged Love” wigs are available in promotional

packaging as well. These new masks will be the icing on

the cake for a masquerade. They are also a seductive

eye-catcher when worn on their own.

Almere, The Netherlands - The fashionable, sexy

and provocative looks by Fantasy Lingerie

come in a range of delicate fabrics and designs. The quality

lingerie brand is there for every woman, regardless of her

size, and features a beautiful and extensive range of regular

sized – as well as plus-sized – designs. Speaking of the 

plus-sized range of Fantasy Lingerie: the designs are in 

category are sub-labelled as the Curve collection. Fantasy

Lingerie states: “With cutting edge pieces, Curve by Fantasy

Lingerie’s baby dolls and chemises feature colorful lace

material, underwire and molded cups to provide shaping

and support while enhancing beautiful necklines”. Designed

with the curvier women in mind, this collection flatters the 

silhouette while highlighting her best features. It will surely get

the attention of your plus-sized consumers, as it is truly a 

unique collection on the market. Besides the Curve 

collection, Fantasy Lingerie has a wide range of designs in

regular sizing. The brand has over 32 years of experience in

the intimate apparel and lingerie branch, producing high

quality collections with a great eye for detail. 

Make naughty dreams come 
true with Fantasy Lingerie

ORION Wholesale offers high quality
outfits for sexy role-play

ORION Wholesale has expanded its

already extensive selection of costumes
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropartner Distribution is now offering RIANNE S’ latest products: the

Heart Vibe and the Classique. The Heart Vibe is a rechargeable heart-shaped massager in a gift

box, available in the colors Deep Purple, Coral rose and French rose and is priced at € 34.95. 

Available from Eropartner 

N E W S
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Heart Vibe and Classique by Rianne S 

cellent addition to your product assortment”, says Mischa

Heins, Eropartner Distribution’s sales manager. “The Heart

Vibe, a true eye catcher in every store, and the Classique

with the fashionable cosmetic bags, have great mainstream

appeal, making them great alternatives for novice users”.

The Classique is a classic vibrator with 7 vibration modes,

powered by 1 AA battery and comes with a luxury cos-

metic bag. There are two combinations available, a purple

Classique with a coral rose RIANNE S cosmetic bag, and a

coral rose Classique with a nude RIANNE S cosmetic bag.

Designed by RIANNE S founder Rianne Swierstra, each cos-

metic bag can be closed with a heart-shaped lock, making

it the perfect accessory for every toy owner to discretely

store the toys. The Classique will retail for € 29.95. “The new

products are competitively priced, and come in unique

packaging. Whether you are an online retailer or have mul-

tiple stores, the Heart Vibe and Classique will make an ex-

The Heart Vibe is rechargeable

and is delivered in a gift box 

“Just Glide” now also available as 
a 2 in 1 massage gel and lubricant

Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale established a

high-quality medical lubricant “Just Glide” for great plea-

sure at a low price. The slogan “Just Glide – Enjoy the Ride!”

is perfect for “Just Glide” lubricants because they are long-

lasting, safe to use with latex condoms and also stand out

from the rest because of their high-quality, 100% vegan

formula “made in Germany”. The skin tolerance has been

dermatologically tested and received “very good”. The po-

pular “Just Glide” range now also has a “2 in 1 massage

gel and lubricant”, which combines the lubricating properties

of lubricant with the smooth properties of massage gel. This

makes the odourless, water-based gel suitable for exciting

foreplay because it can be used as a massage gel, before

being used as a lubricant during sex – for more fun in twos.
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Copenhagen, Denmark - “Since our launch at the last eroFame fair in October, and having

now having tested successfully with major adult shop chains such as Pabo and Christine Le

Duc we see that the 'MaleEdge Shop Tester Kit ' works very well to sell the issue of penis growth

to male clients in adult shops,” Klaus Pedersen, Managing Par tner of DanaMedic, explains. 

Selling Penis Fitness in adult toy stores?
Use the 'MaleEdge Shop Tester Kit'! 

The 'MaleEdge Shop Tester Kit' con-

tains one of each of the MaleEdge

products (Basic, Extra and Pro models).

It also contains very importantly the

demo dildo mounted with at Ma-

leEdge Extra product, which gives the

shop-clients their 'AHA-moment' of see-

ing and touching the product itself, as-

its-supposed–to-be-used. The kit also

includes 50x printed consumer Q&A

brochures with '14 most asked questi-

ons ...'  - which come in different

languages - as well as important shop

staff information, user-manual and trai-

ning materials. “Having the kit in the sto-

res helps the store-staff answer the most

important question from clients being

'does this really work …' which it does.

Many consumers are initially not con-

vinced that any product will supply a

permanent effect, and the Q&A will

most often help with this main issue 'yes

it does actually work'. Other main ques-

tions are often 'is it documented and

how', 'how big and fast can I grow', 'do

I need to talk to a doctor', 'can I sleep

with it on' etc. To support the sales we

also offer a double money back gua-

ranty – which no other product in the

market can match. This we offer since

we know we deliver! Also we are the

only growth-device-method to be cli-

nically tested and documented by in-

dependent medical experts, and are

recommended by doctors and surge-

ons as a safe way for men to grow their

penis permanently. Also many of our

users report back their results  - via fo-

rums and online personal growth diaries

- supporting the medically tested results.

And they will often, irrespective of their

individual size, see other men which

are bigger – and this leads them to se-

arch for methods or products which

will help them become bigger.“

The 'MaleEdge Shop Tester Kit' is available now for retail

N E W S
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Wijchen, The Netherlands - Kama Sutra’s Oil of Love

is a product with a long history. The formula of this

skin warming body oil has been on the market for over

more than 45 years and now comes in nine delicate

 flavours. “The Oil of Love is the heritage of a true 60’s

spirit. Imagine two friends at the ultimate free spirited

 Hollywood party where a couple of guys searched the

kitchen cabinets for cooking-oil to give massages. That

opened the eyes of the two friends, the Oil of Love was

born,” says the company.

Kama Sutra’s Oil of Love 
on the market for over 45 years

The 'MaleEdge Shop Tester Kit' 

The Oil of Love line now comes in nine flavours 

Hanover, Germany - JOY-

DIVISION’s introduction to

the newest generation of pro-

state stimulators, XPANDER, wins

AVN Award on the 2016 “O”

Awards. Now in its seventh year,

the “O” Awards honor the best

products and collections from  leading and cutting-edge

manufacturers. The ceremony for the 2016 “O” Awards

took place at the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino’s “Real World

Suite” during the AVN Novelty Expo. “We are thrilled to re-

ceive this award for XPANDER,” says Oliver Redschlag, CEO

and founder of JOYDIVISION international AG. “To have

our industry peers recognize the technological advance-

ments in our newest prostate stimulator is a great honor.

Thank you, AVN staff and voters.”

XPANDER wins AVN Award
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Zwaagdijk,  The Netherlands -  Eropar tner Dist r ibut ion announces that i t  has added The Bul l

Bag Buzz to i ts  product por tfol io. A product l ike no other,  the Bul l  Bag Buzz by Per fect Fi t ,  is

three scrotum toys in one.

Perfect Fit’s Bull Bag Buzz 
now available in Europe

N E W S
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Eropartner

By simply stretching the opening on the top of

the product and gently releasing over the entire

scrotum, The Bull Bag gives a 0.75“ stretch, and a

distinctive tug that gives some extra weight right

between the legs. “I came up with the idea for the

Bull Bag Buzz to give you stimulation where you

don’t normally have any. Imagine having your balls

massaged while you are having sex with more swing

and slap combined with a 3 speed Power Bullet vi-

bration which gives a gentle additional stimulation

Wimborne, England - The Linx and Kinx product ranges

from ABS Holdings are always growing and now the

wholesaler has added new products. The new Linx Perfect

Twist cock ring features two toys with a unique twisted de-

sign. This prevents the rings from rolling once they’re on for

comfortable prolonged play. This pack includes two rings

– one in Large and one in Extra Large. The XL measures

12cm in girth while the L measures 10cm in girth. These

cock rings are so stretchy that men can wear them on

the base of their penis or they can stretch them over the

balls. They are phthalate- and latex-free and the waterproof

design adds to their pleasure potential.

New Kinx Twisted Smoke butt plugs come in a set of three

and are designed for gradual play. This set of three includes

a small, medium and large plug that range in size from

10 to 13 cm. These butt plugs are textured for added in-

tensity and the tapered tip promises easier insertion. The

maximum girth on this set of butt plugs is 5cm and the

least is 2.7cm. They’re latex and phthalate free and the

waterproof design allows to play outside of the bedroom.

ABS Holdings releases 
new Linx and Kinx products

for both partners.”, explains Perfect Fit’s CEO Steve Callow.

“The Bull Bag Buzz is again a great product by Perfect Fit.

Perfect Fit has been very popular with our customers“, says

Mischa Heins, Account Manager at Eropartner Distribution.

“They appreciate the innovative designs, high quality ma-

terials and usability of the products”.

The Bull Bag is made of PF Blend which is a perfect mix of

Silicone and TPR. It contains no Phthalate and latex. The

Bull Bag is safe with water based lubes and available in

Black and Clear.
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Pro 

Anybody who strolled through the halls of eroFame in

the past two years can attest that, apart from 

high-tech toys, there is another big trend coming our

way, namely: sex toys for men. Sure, they have been

around forever, and several of the leading brands in

this segment have been doing fine for many years,

but given the sheer number of new products catering

to men, it is quite obvious that there’s something big

on the horizon. Ultimately, it is secondary if this product

category has its big breakthrough in 2016 or maybe

the year after. What matters is, this breakthrough will

come, and soon. And the great thing: Producers, 

distributors, and wholesalers of this industry are already

well-prepared to meet the growing demand for 

male-oriented toys. So now that the female audience

has mustered enough confidence to freely embrace

and live out their sexuality – which has been the result

of several coinciding factors such as social changes

and media influence -, it’s time for men to have their

turn. Taboos and rigid, deadlocked perceptions will

fall, attitudes will change, and a large share of men

will come to understand the advantages, the fun,

and the satisfaction of using male toys. The motto is:

If women can do it, men can do it, too. There is one

big difference, however: It still remains to be seen if

the media get on board and help this product 

category achieve its full potential. The way things look

right now, it seems as if producers, wholesalers, and

44

In  the prev ious  i s sue of  EAN,  Lovehoney ’s  Commerc ia l 

Director Ray Hayes said that 2016 would be the year of the

male toy, and many developments in the market suppor t his

opt imist ic predict ion.  However,  there are also some val id

counterarguments that could dampen this euphoria.

Is 2016 the      

retailers may have to fend for themselves. That makes

it all the more important that they work together to

create awareness for their products among the male

customers. In our day and age, most people know

enough about sexuality to see that self-gratification

contributes to sexual wellbeing, and that this is just as

true for men as it is for women. So why not give it a

try and buy a masturbator, the new Sqweel XT, or

another product?

There are many factors that will help male toys reach

another level of popularity, most prominently among

them the fact that the market has already been 

focused on couples as a key audience for years. Yes,

we may shake our heads at the some of the products

that are advertised as couples toys, but there is a

clear tendency – sex toys are often bought by cou-

ples. It is pretty obvious why this could have positive

effects on the sales of male-oriented sex toys. After

all, if a couple is open enough to enter an adult store

or visit an adult online shop together, and they come

upon a fair and appealing product for male pleasure,

why wouldn’t they buy it? Here’s the thing: At the end

of the day, products for men can also be used 

together, just like you can use female-oriented toys

with a partner. As long as both parties are into it, 

anything goes. It will definitely be interesting to see

how this product category develops throughout the

next months, and to see if 2016 will truly be the 'year

of male toys'. The stage is certainly set.

Two views on masturbators, prostate toys, etc.

exclusive

F E A T U R E
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Matthias Poehl, editor in chief
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Contra

First of all, let’s get this out of the

way: There is no denying that the

number of male-oriented toys has

gone up in recent months. More

and more masturbators, prostate

massagers, and VR (Virtual Reality)

porn solutions are vying for the 

attention of the male consumers.

The first deduction to be made from

this observation is that competition

in the male segment will become

fiercer. But does this also mean that

there will be greater interest on the

part of the consumers? Google

Trends is a nice yardstick to gauge

this development, and if you look at

it, you’ll come to the conclusion that,

yes, indeed, interest in “sex toys for

men” has continuously gone up for

years. However, if you compare

these queries with the number of

users searching for “sex toys for wo-

men”, you will see a very similar

growth curve. Put differently: Interest

in sex toys is increasing in general,

so having more people looking 

for male sex toys is a natural 

consequence.

When toys for women went through

the roof, that was accompanied 

by the removal of old taboos 

surrounding vibrators and dildos.

Owning such a toy has become

something women and couples

can admit to without having to feel

awkward and without getting 

sidelong glances. When it comes to

masturbators or subscriptions to 

VR porn sites, we have not nearly 

reached that same level of 

acceptance yet. Sure, as the 

range of products for men grows, 

acceptance will increase, but we

still have a long way to go (at least

in Europe) before we reach a level

that’s at least halfway comparable

to the acceptance of female toys.

This is also reflected in the fact that

products for women and couples

are still very much the face of the

industry. A man buying a vibrator as

a present for his wife or girlfriend,

that’s not a rarity anymore. The ot-

her way around? Yes, that 

definitely is a rarity.

So will 2016 be the year of the

male toy? Ultimately, that de-

pends on the products we’re

going to get. The developments

of past years have reaped 

positive effects in the market, and

it seems pretty obvious that all

the changes we’ve seen among

female-oriented products – i.e.

changes in usability, functionality,

design, and aesthetics – will also

take hold in the segment for male

toys soon.

Ultimately, however, all this talk about

the year of male toys is more about

the marketing strategies of certain

companies and less about a 

general trend in the industry. Does

that mean that will things stay the

same in our market? Certainly not.

The number of products for male

consumers will definitely increase by

leaps and bounds – especially in

the VR porn and masturbator 

segments. However, toys for women

and couples will continue to 

dominate the market for months

(and, more likely, years) to come.

The adult industry in 2016 is still a

long way from an even 50% female

toys, 50% male toys ratio. 

F E A T U R E

Randolph Heil, editor 
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In January, the headquarters of Shots in the Netherlands

became the location of a meeting between the 

organisers of eroFame and representatives of the 

“European Association for Suppliers.” This recently founded

Association is an umbrella organisation for numerous 

companies, predominantly from the Netherlands. The 

organisers of eroFame had already gathered feedback

from the industry earlier in January, when numerous 

producers presented their suggestions for the future of 

eroFame at ANME Show in Los Angeles. What became

clear from those talks was that several eroFame exhibitors

would prefer an alternative location apart from Hanover.

The idea that percolated at these conversations was to

have every third eroFame take place in another European

city with good international flight connections. This would

mean that, once every three years, eroFame would not

take place in Germany/Hanover, but in cities such as 

Amsterdam, Barcelona, Milan, or Paris. As far as the situation

in Germany is concerned, eroFame will stay in Hanover,

there will be no alternative locations. This has to do with

so-called 'ethical' concerns expressed by cities such as

Frankfurt, Düsseldorf, and Munich for whom adult trade

shows are still a red flag. Berlin will not be considered either,

since this city is the location of hardcore trade show Venus.

”Over the course of the past years, eroFame has become

one of the biggest adult trade conventions in the world,

and arguably the most successful convention of its kind in
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Europe. In part, this has to do with the fact that we clearly

distanced ourselves from hardcore sensibilities, instead

emphasising the positive image of 'Erotic Lifestyle' that

most of our exhibitors prefer – therefore, we will not go

back to a location that has traditionally been associated

with the hardcore aspect of the adult world. This is also the

opinion of the advisory board“, says Wieland Hofmeister,

CEO of eroFame. Before a final decision is made on the

aforementioned idea - switching the established location

Hanover/Germany with another European city – the 

organisers and the representatives of the European 

Association for Suppliers have agreed to get more 

feedback from the industry. This way, they want to establish

if there is enough interest to take this idea to the next stage

and have a test event in a big European city in April of

2017. Therefore, all exhibiting companies and all trade 

visitors of eroFame are invited to provide their opinion on

this idea. To that end, a questionnaire has been added to

this issue of EAN, and we ask you to take the time and

participate in the survey. “We need the opinions of as

many of the show’s participants and visitors as possible.

Only then will we be able to make a decision about these

potential changes”, as Wieland Hofmeister pointed out.

The questionnaire can be submitted throughout 

February/March, so the results will probably be available

in April. EAN is of course going to keep you informed about

all developments on this front.

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  0 3 / 2 0 1 6

F E A T U R E

eroFame organisers exchange ideas with
representatives from exhibiting companies

A discussion about future changes to the eroFame concept

This year,  eroFame wi l l  take place on October 05 to 07 in Hal l  2 of the EXPO fairgrounds in

Hanover – the same location that is  al ready set for the eighth eroFame in October 2017.

Now, the organisers have invi ted the industr y to decide i f  the t rade convention should

leave Hanover/the EXPO fairgrounds af ter that.

exclusive
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Although … sex toy doesn’t seem to be an ade-

quate description for Fiera. So, what exactly is this

product? Well let’s have Karen Long answer that ques-

tion: “Fiera Arouser for Her is the first ever wearable in-

timacy enhancer for women, used in advance of a

sexual experience, proven to ignite arousal and

 desire.“ So again, it is not a sex toy in the traditional

sense, but rather a product aimed at getting women

in the mood for sex.

And to achieve that, Fiera makes use of a novel ap-

proach. The product is placed under the labia where it

attaches  itself to the clitoris, and since it stays in place,

the user has both hands free for other things. The pro-

duct works its  magic on the nerve endings in the clitoris

thanks to a  mixture of suction and multi-focal stimula-

tion, creating an increased feeling of arousal. It is pos-

sible to achieve  orgasms with Fiera, but that is not the

real purpose of the product. “Fiera Arouser for Her is

certainly a couples  product, as it

is used to accelerate physical

arousal and interest in ha-

ving a sexual experience

with your partner,“ as Karen

Long explains, adding:
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Travel tickets, products, and vouchers wor th 200,000 dollars – how can that not be the big

prize? Well, at the Oscars, which were presented at the end of February for the 88th time, you

just needed to be nominated for an Academy Award to receive an over flowing gif t bag from

PR firms. This year, that bag also included a sex toy, which, as a result, got quite a bit of

media coverage.

”Our data shows that orgasms can feel more
 intense and pleasurable after Fiera has been used.“

“We recommend removing Fiera when you feel ready

and excited to experience  intimacy with your partner -

typically after 5-15 minutes - as our data shows that or-

gasms can feel more intense and pleasurable after

Fiera has been used.“

Nuelle, the company that has developed Fiera, set

great store by reliable and scientifically validated data

 throughout all steps of development. For instance,

they commissioned several studies to prove the ef-

fectiveness of the product, using the results to further

optimise their invention. “It was developed with the

highest quality in technological innovation and it is a

truly revolutionary, one-of-a-kind  product in the sexual

health and wellness industry.“

As stated on the company’s website, the target audi-

ence for Fiera is women who are in a relationship but

don’t feel as much sexual desire following childbirth or

their  climacteric period. Givens its status as a relations-

hip  helper, Fiera’s price of 250 euro is definitely justified,

as Karen explains. “Fiera helps women 'look forward to'

sexual intimacy while promoting both individual vitality

and strong, healthy  relationships – there is no putting a

price tag on a positive relationship!“

At the moment, Fiera is available via the company’s

 website, but only for customers in the United States. 

Fiera wants women to feel more pleasure

Fiera comes with

replaceable 'SofSsense Rings'

exclusive

F E A T U R E
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The eroFame Global Trade Convention invi tes the t rade and industr y to take par t in a big

sur vey to determine the future direct ion of the show. In our EAN inter view, Wieland Hof-

meister,  the CEO of Mediatainment Publ ishing eroFame GmbH, explains the reasons for

this survey, emphasising how impor tant i t  is that producers, wholesalers, and retai lers share

their  opinion. Af ter al l ,  the results of this sur vey wi l l  determine whether eroFame stays in

Hanover or whether i t  wi l l  move to a dif ferent location.

Wieland Hofmeister: On the whole, we will stick with the

tried and true formula. eroFame 2015 was a big success

on all levels: Not only did we have more visitors than ever

before, but we also set a new record in terms of exhibiting

companies.

The success of a trade show hinges on the number of

 visitors, and some exhibitors feel that this number is

 stagnating or even declining – which contradicts your

statement about the visitor numbers from last year?

Wieland Hofmeister: Of course, I have also heard these

things – but I am very surprised that some people are

 getting this impression. One of the tenets of eroFame, that

was established back when we started the show, is to

 always be honest and truthful with the members of the

 industry, in this case the exhibitors, who are basically our

customers. So when we announce the visitor numbers,

you can rest assured that they are accurate.

Still, some exhibitors feel that they don’t get enough visitors

at their stands. Do you have an explanation for that?

Wieland Hofmeister: Last year, we had a very big exhibition

floor in Hall 27 of the fairgrounds – roughly 13,000 square

metres. When the visitors are spread over so large a space,

then, yes, I guess some exhibitors might get the impression

that there aren’t all that many people. But, as I mentioned

Wieland Hofmeister, CEO of eroFame, talks about the future of the trade show in Hanover

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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Wieland Hofmeister, CEO of

Mediatainment Publishing eroFame GmbH

“W e listen closely when   
are brought up.“

Iam sure you are already busy making preparations for

eroFame 2016 – will we see any changes to the ero-

Fame concept come October?
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before, in our industry, you won’t find

another trade show in Europe – or in

many other places, for that matter –

that draws as many visitors as

 eroFame. I would also like to point out

that there are many exhibitors who

told us about how busy their schedule

for the show was. The thing is that,

 before the event, the exhibitors need

to create awareness and invite their

customers to come to the show, and

some people seem to be taking that

part more seriously than others. Of

course, there are only so many trade

members who can attend a trade

show in our industry, so the notion of

overflowing fair halls seems a bit out

of place.  Personally, I feel that the

brick and mortar trade will see some

shrinkage in the future – and I am not

alone in this assessment. It seems as

if the increasing popularity of online

shopping makes such a develop-

ment unavoidable.

How is eroFame going to respond to

such changes? Will the concept of a

trade show become obsolete before

long?

Wieland Hofmeister: Of course not!

Personal contact within an industry

can never be replaced; if you want

to achieve results, nothing comes

close to a personal discussion, and

that hasn’t changed in our digital age.

Currently, there are dozens upon

 dozens of business events, in-house

fairs, and trade shows in the adult

 industry, and now, there are even

 rumours that ANME Show in the United

States will take place four times per

year in the future. Maybe it’s just too

much. Maybe it would be better to

drop some of these events. I mean,

how are trade members going to visit

all of the conventions in our industry?

Maybe we are asking too much of

them. Let’s be honest, in the future, a

handful of trade shows per year and

region will be enough. But of course,

those shows have to be top notch,

they need to address all the needs 

of the visitors and the exhibitors.

 eroFame wants to be one of those

shows, even if there are fewer trade

members to visit the event.

So there will be no changes to the

eroFame concept?

Wieland Hofmeister: Well, we’ll see. I

am a staunch supporter of our current

concept, and I feel that you should

never change a winning team, but

that doesn’t mean that we are on our

high horse and don’t pay attention to

what people say. We listen very closely

when points of criticism are brought

up! We have had talks with represen-

tatives from many big companies,

both at ANME Show in January, and

at a meeting with the newly-founded

'European Association For Suppliers',

which is mostly made up of Dutch

companies. We, the organisers and

the members of the advisory board,

know that the quality of the eroFame

visitors is above average – the people

who come to our show are industry

experts. But of course, our dream is to

welcome every interested trade

member at eroFame. This trade

 convention has become a global

event, so we have to cater to a global

audience. And many of these trade

members feel that Hanover is not the

perfect location for eroFame, at least

not as the sole location.

Does that mean that eroFame will

take place in another city before

long?

Wieland Hofmeister: Before I answer

that question, I’d like to point some-

thing out: The Hanover fairgrounds are

the biggest of their kind anywhere on

the planet. For years, Hanover has

been host to a number of big and

important trade shows, for instance

the highly successful CeBIT convention

– the biggest computer trade show

in the world. Nobody, and I repeat,

nobody could ever say that this is a

bad location for an event such as

ours, also because Hanover – in spite

of its position as a trade show city –

offers a very fair price-quality ratio,

and that is something from which all

visitors stand to benefit.

W I E L A N D  H O F M E I S T E R

.................

eroFame has become a global event, so we have

to cater to a global audience.““
  points of criticism 
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But still, some companies are not happy with

Hanover as the location of eroFame?

Wieland Hofmeister: At the aforementioned

meetings, the suggestion was made that

eroFame should take place at an alterna-

tive location once every three years. But

maybe, if that’s what our visitors and

 exhibitors want, we’ll also consider taking

eroFame to a different city altogether. At

the moment, we are listening to what

our partners in the industry have to say.

We don’t want to make any hasty

 decisions; we will carefully consider all

pros and cons, and we won’t be

doing that alone, but with the exhibi-

tors and visitors of eroFame – as

many of them as we can reach.

Making everybody part of the process

can’t be easy – who do you want to achieve that goal?

Wieland Hofmeister: Together with the advocates of an

alternative location, we have agreed to conduct a survey

on a massive scale to get the opinions of the trade

 members and of the exhibiting companies. Questionnaires

will be added to the leading European trade magazines

in our industry, EAN and eLINE, and in addition to 

that, people can also state their opinion online, 

at www.erofame.eu. We are going to get in contact with

our exhibitors via mail, and we will also have personal

 conversations to discuss this topic.

If there was enough support for the idea, which alternative

locations would you consider?

Wieland Hofmeister: The German adult market is

 generating the biggest turnover in Europe, and we ask our

exhibitors to bear that in mind. Because, the thing is, if you

want to keep eroFame in Germany, there are no better

locations for the show than Hanover. For one, cities such

as Frankfurt, Düsseldorf, or Munich would not take us due

to what they call ethical concerns. And as organisers, we

can’t imagine going back to Berlin since that city is

 traditionally associated with the Venus show, and we feel

that a return to that atmosphere would be unacceptable.

After all, most of our exhibitors want to distance themselves
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from the old hardcore image of the industry, which is

exactly the image that the Venus trade fair stands for.

So the only alternative would be cities in other European

countries. There should be several options that offer

 international flight connections and appealing tourist

 attractions to boot, or aren’t there?

Wieland Hofmeister: The supporters of this change of

 location feel that eroFame would attract additional trade

members from overseas were it to be held in another city.

And if you want to cater to visitors from the United States,

South America, or Australia, you need a location with a

big international airport nearby – so, yes, that would 

be one of the main arguments for moving the show to 

another city.

Depending on the results of your survey, you said you’d

consider having a test event in a new city. So do you really

think that people might opt for a different location?

Wieland Hofmeister: As I explained before, we will make

our decision based on what our visitors and exhibitors feel

is best, so we can’t categorically rule out the possibility

that eroFame moves to another city. And to be on the

I N T E R V I E W
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The CEO of eroFame feels that trade shows for

the adult industry will never become obsolete
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safe side, the advisory board, we ourselves, and the

 representatives of the European’s supplier association

feel that it would be best to test the water before we

jump in. So if the survey shows that the majority of

 industry members support an additional or an alternative

location, we will have a test event there before we

 actually turn our backs on Hanover, be it permanently

or just once every three years. Of course, there would

be another option, namely to have two eroFame 

shows a year, one in

spring and one in fall.

So there could be a

show in a European

city in April and a se-

cond on at the estab-

lished location and

date, Hanover in Octo-

ber. But we’ll see …

If eroFame were to

move to another Euro-

pean country, is there

a city you’d consider a

favourite?

Wieland Hofmeister:

No matter which city

we choose, it should

be easy to reach for

 international visitors.

Consequently, the fair-

grounds should be

close to the airport and

the central station. We

haven’t picked any

 favourites yet. That’s up

to the members of the

trade and industry, and

therefore, I ask all of your readers to participate in  

the survey.

Suppose the industry votes for a new location, you have

a test event in the spring of 2017, and the participants

are happy with the new surroundings. Then what? How

do you plan the next years of eroFame?

Wieland Hofmeister: Right now, the only thing that is
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certain is that eroFame will take place in Hanover this

October and next year as well. Maybe there will be a

test event in the spring of 2017, somewhere in Europe.

What happens after that, is still up in the air. So let’s wait

and see how things turn out.

Is there anything you’d like to tell the trade about the

upcoming eroFame show?

Wieland Hofmeister: The current refugee situation 

in Germany affects

everything, also ero-

Fame. Given the

scope of this human

drama, there are cer-

tain things we have to

accept because a

trade show is not as im-

portant as the lives of

suffering people. The

management of the

Hanover fairgrounds

have provided several

halls to accommodate

refugees, meaning

they won’t be open for

trade show business. So

for the time being, ero-

Fame will take place in

some of the smaller

halls on the fairgrounds

– this year, it’s Hall 2.

There will only be limi-

ted space, so as far as

reservations go, we will

put regular exhibitors

first, i.e. companies that

have been to eroFame

since the beginning, or at least for the previous two ye-

ars. Other interested companies are advised to place

their reservation as soon as possible. Maybe we’ll even

have to start a waiting list if the event ends up being

overbooked. However, we have already established an

interesting discount system for our exhibitors. Other than

that, I just want to say that I am really, really looking

 forward to the upcoming eroFame show in Hanover!

I N T E R V I E W
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Wieland Hofmeister asks the exhibitors and visitors

of eroFame to participate in the survey 

.................

If you want to keep eroFame in Germany,

there are no better locations for the show

than Hanover.“

....................................
“
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They have only been on the market for a shor t  t ime, but they

have probably  a l ready caught  the at tent ion of  many a 

re ta i le r :  masturbators  o f  the L ingox brand.  Whi le  the 

company’s f i rs t  product was very discreet,  with a design

remin i scent  o f  a  p i le  o f  poker  ch ips ,  the i r  la tes t  toy 

boasts a cheeki ly stuck out tongue. In our EAN inter view

with L ingox’ Manuel Mar t in,  the CEO of the Spanish pro-

ducer does much more than just  introduce his company

and his products.  Among other things, he tel ls  us about

the meaning of the name Lingox and he explains why al l

products of the brand are made in Europe.

LINGOX broke into the market just a few months ago. Could you give us a 

general overview of your company and the products you sell?

Manuel Martin: Lingox is a 100% European company, dedicated to

the research, creation, development, manufacture, and 

distribution of exclusive products for adult pleasure.

Ever since we started our business as a company, our

main goal has been to offer products with a unique style,

different from what exists in the market and manu-

factured in line with the highest quality standards. In

fact, all our products are internationally registe-

red.We have already launched our first two pro-

ducts quite successfully. Our range of reusable

Lingox Poker masturbators is becoming a craze

worldwide, both because of the quality of the

material and because of the originality of its

design. It is shaped like poker chips, taking

advantage of the popularity of this game

which has become a sport, with millions of

poker players all over the world. In 

addition to that, the design of this sleeve with

Lingox strives to conquer the adult market with masturbators made in Europe

I N T E R V I E W

“Innovation is the banner
that inspires our company.”

exclusive
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Manuel Martin,

President and CEO of Lingox
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its double opening allows sexual 

play with your partner since the penis 

can be stimulated by oral sex 

during use.But undoubtedly, we are 

achieving the biggest success with

our leading product, the Lingox 

Triple Masturbator, the only triple 

masturbator in the world. It is a pro-

duct unlike anything that has ever

been invented before, international

patent pending. 

With a unique design and an extra

ordinary quality, it allows for triple use

thanks to its triple functionality: 

1) hyper-realistic oral sex; 

2) male Masturbator; 

3) dildo. All in one device, making it

the first sex toy for men to ensure real

interaction with your partner, whether

male or female. As our slogan states:

"You decide... alone or as a couple"To

add to these products of our own, we

have launched a range of Lingox

care and lubrication products of the

highest quality as well as an exclusive

range of Lingox lifestyle accessories.

The latest addition to the range of

Lingox products is the Triple mastur-

bator. Could you give us some more

details about the product?

Manuel Martin: Indeed, it is a 

particularly appealing product that

has never been seen before. The

most important thing is that it meets

all user expectations, what with its 

design, innovation, and quality.

What makes it unique is its triple

functionality. The Lingox Triple Mastur-

bator turns the field of sex toys as we

know them on its head.

Its triple function includes:

1) hyper-realistic oral sex with the best

design and the most realistic mouth

in the market with its tongue out. An

internationally registered design that

reproduces oral sex accurately.

2) reusable male masturbator inner

sleeve, with the highest quality and

smoothness provided by our exclusive

formula Re-Evolution Skin Material Lin-

gox®. Designed with a triangular inner

channel, it offers pressure and adju-

stability unlike any other product.

3) Its ergonomic tip allows perfect grip

during use, and it is also a dildo, ready

to give or receive pleasure, with ma-

terial suitable for skin contact.

This is an all-in-one toy, designed to

achieve maximum pleasure, and it

can be used alone or as a couple,

individually or simultaneously. An ex-

clusive and unique product never

seen before.

How did you come up with the 

name LINGOX? Does it have a special

meaning?

Manuel Martin: We were looking for

a different name, direct and easy to

remember, a name that had an 

impact and was easy to pronounce

in any language, and we have 

succeeded.The name LINGOX came

from the union of the English word

"Lingo" (language), and the term "X",

known all over the world as the letter

that identifies sex and eroticism. 

Mixing "LINGO” and “X", you get the

word "LINGOX" (X language).

This name should definitely be 

supported by a good brand image.

To that end, and to have a reference

to the exclusive and unique design

of the mouth with the tongue, we

created our logo: a mouth, sticking

out its tongue, something tantalising

and not easily forgotten.

Did you have any previous experi-

ence in the field of adult products?

Why did you choose this field to

create your company?

M A N U E L  M A R T I N

Unmistakable thanks to its characteristic

tongue design: the Lingox Triple Masturbator
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design and innovation that Lingox is making its biggest 

effort. That’s why when you purchase a Lingox product,

you know you're buying a unique design, one that does

not look like something else in the market.

Innovation is the banner that inspires our company.Along

with the innovative designs, our products also stand out

because of their high quality, which we achieve thorough

detailed research of each of the components that shape

our products. That’s also what led to the creation of our

own materials, our exclusive formula Re-Evolution Skin 

Material Lingox®.

We offer exclusivity and superb quality. Our recipe for 

success is very simple: It is the result of a perfect combi-

nation of design + exclusivity + quality, all supported by

an excellent brand image. That’s LINGOX.

Although most sex toys are produced in China, you 

decided to open a factory in Spain. Why did you 

choose to manufacture in Europe rather than in a 

cheaper location?

Manuel Martin: That decision was clear for us from the

beginning. Our manufacture would be 100% European.

Because we stuck with this strong position and decided

against offers from Asian countries, Lingox can proudly

boast that it manufactures only in Europe. Even all the

components and materials used during the production

process are European. This way, we ensure full control of

the manufacture of our products and the quality of all

materials and commodities.Being manufacturers 

ourselves, we have specific control over the manufacture

stock, with no shortage problems or lack of productivity.

Given the prices of the Asian giants, this option is far more

challenging, but it’s definitely worth it, as we think it is very

important to control the quality of what we do.

Lingox is using a special material for the manufacture of

its products. How is this material different from silicone?

Manuel Martin: After a lot of tests and research, we 

created our own formula, called "RE-EVOLUTION SKIN 

MATERIAL LINGOX®", resulting in one of the softest, most

elastic, and most flexible materials in this segment, giving

our products an incredible quality upon touch, similar to

skin.Our material has nothing to do with either silicone or

any other material found in the market, since RE-EVOLUTION

SKIN MATERIAL LINGOX® contains antibacterial and 

I N T E R V I E W
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Manuel Martin: As for my previous experience in the

sector, I was the Vice President and the Manager who 

helped set up the company Fleshlight International S.L. on

the European continent.With the company strongly set up

in Europe, and with a project established and settled in a

record time, Fleshlight and I concluded our working relati-

onships and that's when I decided to devote myself to the

LINGOX project.I did not hesitate to create a new brand in

the field of adult toys because I knew the sector and its

potential perfectly, and most importantly, because I was

sure that I could improve what already existed, in design

and quality and in innovation - and, of course, because I

knew how to do it.That’s how this new venture started, for

which I surrounded myself with good professionals, and

surprisingly, the managers that helped me shape the Flesh-

light International project decided to bet on me and this

new brand, which at that time, had only been a dream.

Once the team was set up, and after a lot of effort and

dedication, LINGOX has now become a wonderful reality.

Why should consumers buy LINGOX products instead of

buying the competition?

Manuel Martin: Undoubtedly, this question is key, and it

was the question I asked myself before starting the Lingox

project. What is the difference between Lingox and the

competition?

As we all know, there are many brands in this sector, 

dedicated to the manufacture of male masturbators. They

are well-known and relevant companies because of their

successful careers. However, I soon realised that this is not

a problem at all if you know how to do things better.

First, you have to create a product not seen before. You

have to be very courageous to try and create something

that does not exist nowadays, but as the wise man says ...

Not everything has been invented.Specifically, it is in its

The sleeves of the triple masturbator are

made of RE-EVOLUTION SKIN MATERIAL LINGOX®
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antimicrobial agents. In addition to that, no toxic material

or colourant is used in its production, and also, all its 

components are suitable for contact with the skin and are

free of latex and parabens. This makes Lingox products

completely safe – not something everyone can say about

their products.We have also achieved an important 

innovation in Lingox. As you know, most materials have

this characteristic smell of plastic or just do not smell too

good. For this reason, and to set ourselves apart from

the competition, we have incorpo-

rated into our material a number of

components that enable our sleeves

to give off a pleasant scent, leading

to our exclusive "AROMA LINGOX".

Are you planning to expand

the range of Lingox products

in the future?

Manuel Martin: Since the

 beginning, Lingox has 

not stopped researching

and developing new

 products, some of which will hit the market soon. Lingox’s

plans for the present and the future are to keep on re-

searching and to create new products. In fact, there is a

motto among our team: “Let’s create the future inventing

the present. "We can guarantee that Lingox will be one of

the companies continuously launching the latest products

onto the market, as we have a department of develop-

ment and research that is constantly working on new ideas.

In addition, by controlling all the manufacturing processes

and the creation of new products, we can include new

products in our catalogue at any time, without having to

depend on others. For Lingox, the challenge is to continu-

ously innovate with new products.

Is LINGOX focusing only masturbators for men or do you

also develop products for women and couples?

Manuel Martin: Our philosophy is very clear. For us, there

are no toys for men or women. At Lingox, we believe in

toys for people, no making distinctions between sexes,

preferences, or sexual orientation. We are becoming more

sexually ambiguous, the variety of pleasure, experiences,

and sexual preferences is greater and more open than

ever. That’s why Lingox has launched a new concept in
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the worldwide market, the first TRIPLE masturbator. This is an

absolutely innovative product, designed to be used alone

or with a partner, for men or women, no matter what their

sexual orientation is. It's up to you…

LINGOX TRIPLE is a unique masturbator that can be used

as a male masturbator. At the front, it has a Dildo for anal

or vaginal sex and at the same time, it has the most

realistic mouth in the market with its tongue stuck out, an

internationally registered design for the

perfect reproduction of oral sex. It is

certainly the most complete toy in the

market, offering the three most impor-

tant functions of any sex toys in one

product, with its international patent

pending. Our main brand slogan was

born from the firm determination to

create products for everybody: LINGOX

... and ENJOY YOURSEX!!

Where can you purchase LINGOX

 products?

Manuel Martin: Lingox has a direct-sales

website, www.lingoxfactory.com, where you

can buy our products from almost any country in the

world, and you don’t even have to register. In addition,

Lingox has created a website specifically for professionals,

www.lingoxpro.com, where, with just a few simple steps,

you can access all information regarding prices, offers,

and purchasing conditions - which are great, by the way.

We have reached important agreements with European

distributors and outside the EU, which make it possible for

Lingox to be available in more than 15 countries worldwide.

Among those, we would like to point out our exclusive

agreement with NET1on1 for the distribution of our Lingox

products in the UK. Currently, we are open to keep on ad-

ding new partners for the distribution and sale of our pro-

ducts worldwide. Our company policy is very clear in that

regard: It is not our goal to make as much money as pos-

sible at any cost. In fact, we know that we would have

made bigger profits had we chosen to manufacture in

Asian countries. But honestly, although the economic factor

is important, our biggest strength is our absolute respect

for our distributors and customers, since their success will

be our success. To that end, we offer excellent sales con-

ditions, extraordinary benefits, and wide margin benefits.

I N T E R V I E W
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A display of the Lingox Poker masturbator

which hit the market last year
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Would you mind telling us about your career up

until this point?

Angela Lieben: Most of my career has been 

dedicated toward marketing and promoting 
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In the past,  most management posit ions in the adult  industr y were held by men. But l ike so

many things in our industr y,  that has changed quite drast ical ly over the course of the past

years.  EAN and Angela L ieben, the Market ing & Publ ic Relat ions Manager of L iberator,  take

a closer look at this development that has reshaped the face of the industr y.

“In order to see a change in the 
industry, women have to lead that change.”

sexual wellness and awareness. Before working 

with Liberator, I owned a production company 

called Shameless Productions, where I operated 

the first erotic art gallery in Atlanta, Georgia. I 

Angela Liebe talks about women on the executive floors of adult companies

I N T E R V I E W
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exclusive

.................

The adult industry 

offers some amazing 

opportunities for women, 

especially behind the scenes.”

................................ 

“

Angela Lieben, Liberator’s

Marketing & Public Relations Manager
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represented emerging talent within

the fetish/erotic art world and 

developed ways to market and 

advertise erotic art. The purpose of

Shameless Productions was to 

illuminate the positive aspects of

sexual expression, and we focused

on creating interactive erotic art

events, bondage workshops 

and adult-oriented film documen-

taries. Even then, I envisioned that

interest in fetish and various sexual

lifestyles would become widely 

popular within our mainstream 

culture.

How did you get involved in the

adult industry?

Angela: Since I have always been

comfortable talking about sexual

topics, I thought I would see what

it was like to be a phone sex 

operator. Short lived as that job

was, I was intrigued by the situation

of encountering -- on the phone

only -- a complete stranger and

talking about sex. This experience,

which involved sexual fantasising,

was not too different from the 

typical experience I have had

throughout my life, of people 

wanting to tell me their secrets,

and feeling comfortable in 

doing so. Today, I play a role in

promoting sexual expression and

providing products that enhance

that expression as Marketing 

Manager at Liberator Bedroom 

Adventure Gear.

What image did you have of 

the adult market before actually 

getting into this industry?

Angela: My exposure to the adult

market began as a teenager with

frequent trips to an erotic boutique

in Washington, D.C. I would peruse

the aisles in search of fun items

that would make for titillating 

discussions with my friends. Over

the years, I’ve noticed a significant

change in these shops. The bright

neon lights and jerk-off booths

have made way for a modern and

intimate shopping experience.

With so many products available,

it can often times feel over

whelming. But what I found was

everyone has different tastes 

and proclivities. So the more 

out there for people to play with,

the merrier.

When you decided to get into this

industry, were you faced with 

negative preconceptions from the

people you know?

Angela: Fortunately for me, I have

extremely supportive friends and

family. My job with Liberator is 

quite fascinating to them. My 

husband is the most supportive. 

His adventurous nature, and 

my access to incredible sex 

furniture, always makes for fun 

on the weekends. We have a 

great time testing out all of the

new products. Plus, my mother is

always asking for me advice on

the best sexual positions. My 

more conservative friends aren’t

so sure about my career choice. 

I think they are confused about

what my job entails and think 

that the entire adult industry is 

related to porn. To break the ice, I

sometimes give them a toy or

lube. That usually works to turn

around any negative perceptions.

I believe that most people’s 

negative reactions is because of

the shame associated with sex

and desire. A person’s opinion has

more to do with them than it does

me. I believe that people don’t

need to feel shameful about 

enjoying sex.

For a long time, the adult industry

was more or less a boy's club, but

fortunately that has changed. How

would you sum up the current 

situation?

Angela: The climate of the 

adult market is radically shift- 

ing with more women taking 

charge of their own careers. 

Right now, I’m seeing women 

actively involved in changing 

the perception of an entire industry

which was once looked upon as a

males-only club. Women are

 inventing exciting new toys, 

raising money via crowd-funding,

running their own speci ality 

boutiques, and talking openly

about their exploration and 

experiences. When female 

consumers see that women are 

involved in a company’s overall 

direction, it builds trusting relations-

hips with both emerging and 

existing brands.

A N G E L A  L I E B E N

.................

Right now, I’m seeing 

women actively 

involved in changing the

perception of an 

entire industry which 

was once looked upon as 

a males-only club.”

................................ 

“
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How have these changes affected the industry?

Angela: We are beginning to see remarkable

changes in the way adult products are marketed and

advertised as more executive roles are being filled

by women. For example, our Creative Director for 

Liberator, April Harmon, has worked diligently in 

re-branding our image. In order to appeal to our

overwhelming female demographic, she used a 

diverse group of models and completely 

changed our photo graphy style 

to evoke a sense of feminine power.

This approach has really been 

successful and has substantially 

increased the sales of Liberator 

Shapes. Through the use of sex-

positive imagery, we are essentially

giving women permission to 

take charge of their own pleasure.

I’m also seeing other adult product

lines changing the way they 

approach female consumers. I be-

lieve that’s mostly due to women being in leadership

roles, and it’s heralding a great change in the way

our industry is perceived.

Is there an area where the female influence is felt

particularly clearly? Sales and distribution? Marketing?

Product development?

Angela: I am not certain how female influence 

affects distribution. However, I’m positive, that in order

to influence sales and grow a company, the 

marketing and development of products does require

a female perspective, especially if it’s a product that

is meant to be used by women. In order to truly deliver

quality products women will want to buy, and talk

about with her friends, it ought to have a design and

packaging that speaks to them. It’s about developing

trusting relationships which, in turn, creates a loyal 

following. Company’s often miss out on this 

oppor tunity because they are not employing enough

women in leadership roles.

Wouldn't it seem logical that an industry that caters

more and more to women should at least in part

also be run by women?
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Angela: Women understand women. It’s as simple

as that. Obviously, some companies are not moving

in that direction. Either women are not going for those

types of jobs because of the stigma associated with

the adult industry, or companies are not willing to

embrace a diversified workforce. With a strong female

presence at Liberator, we are always thinking about

what women would like and enjoy. I love being a part

of such a creative team.

Do you see major differences 

between the adult industry and 

other industries you know? If so, what

is different about it?

Angela: The following has been 

my experience. In the U.S. we 

can sell virtually anything with nearly

naked women implying sex, but 

cannot run the same type of ad 

with an actual sex product. It is a

double standard. That’s because

overt sexuality is not accepted in the U.S. and 

that seems bizarre to me. Other industries are 

allowed to be provocative, even if their product 

has nothing to do with sex. The good news is, 

sexual wellness is a budding trend within our 

mainstream culture. As the conversation about sex

shifts, I’m certain that will we be seeing well-crafted

adult product ads making their way into major 

magazines very soon.

Do you believe that adult companies recruit enough

women for leading positions?

Angela: In order to see a change in the industry, 

women have to lead that change. The adult 

industry offers some amazing opportunities for 

women, especially behind the scenes. I constantly

read the adult trades and thrilled to see women are

being highlighted for their achievements within our

industry. As companies move forward in 2016 and

beyond, so will their efforts to hire a more females.

Striking just the right balance, and creating 

effective teams which encompass all genders, is an 

essential part of moving toward a new generation 

of consumers.

I N T E R V I E W
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We are beginning to

see remarkable

changes in the way adult

products are marketed

and advertised as more

executive roles are

being filled by women.”

................................ 

“
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Justin, you started Joybear in 2003. Looking back

now, how do you feel about the time you’ve spent

in the porn industry?

Justin Santos: Thirteen years has flown by, which must

be a good thing. If only I knew back then what I know

now. Our industry is certainly an intriguing one with never

a dull moment. Personally it has been

a really interesting journey. I’ve

definitely seen my

viewpoints evolve

with age (and with

kids). I also think I’ve

matured as a sales

person. I love selling,

especially my own brand.

The Joybear brand has also

developed and evolved 

with the changing times.

 Alongside that the
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When Just in Santos star ted his company Joybear in 2003 to br ing some fresh impulses to

the wor ld of adult  f i lmed enter tainment,  the porn industr y was a ver y di f ferent place.

Many things have changed quite dramatical ly in the years s ince, but the Br i t ish label has

managed to remain successful .  How did they do that? Just in tel ls  us in our EAN inter view.

“We have always tried to    
sophisticated product and

 industry has undoubtedly been through the mill. Back in

the ‘good old days’, which I just overlapped, it was a

case of ‘build it and they will come’. Now the porn  industry

is like so many other industries. It’s no longer  sufficient just

to make the product. You need to know your audience,

have a route to market and keep control of your costs.

The old school way of thinking doesn’t work anymore

and I think that is a good thing. People are becoming

more accountable and better at  business. 

What were the biggest changes in the porn industry

during these years?

Justin: The shrinking DVD market overall has been a

fairly huge change. Interestingly for us DVD sales have

stabilised over the last few years thanks to strong

 relationships with good distributors. We are also

 committed to fine-tuning the product. Originally we had

no TV market. Now that plays a significant part of our

 revenue. We were always in the soft market from the

start. In recent years we’ve been in the  

super-soft market,

which has proved a

good decision. We

have never really sold to mobile so

I cannot comment on that.

 Ultimately the biggest change for

us is where our B2B customers sit.

When I first started we sold purely

Joybear‘s Justin Santos looks back at 13 years in the porn industry

exclusive
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Justin Santos started Joybear in 2003 
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since become absorbed into the mainstream, that more and more women

watch porn … but you only have to take a look at the range of porn out there

to see that the focus is still on men as the main target audience. What are

your thoughts on that?

Justin: Depends where you look. You’re right in that if you don’t know where

to look the industry still feels very male-centric. However, nowadays more

and more sites offer a different perspective. That is the opportunity for

 companies like Joybear and I believe the opportunity is great.

You have a background in film and photography, so you are a pro. Today,

however, there are so many people who just record their own little scene

and put it on the internet. Is porn becoming generic, interchangeable?

Is the artistic aspect being smothered by tons of quickly made content?

Justin: I could operate a camera if I really had to but our customers

prefer our films to be in focus. It boils down to function. Do you want to

look at something and be drawn into it the way you are supposed to

be drawn in when you go to the movies? Or do you want to mastur-

bate right here, right now? Considering for most it’s the latter there

is no time for ‘art’. People just want the main course without

any starter or aperitif. Joybear films are

designed to give you a

more sustained experi-

ence. Yeah we all

want a dirty

cheeseburger after a night out. But more often than

not it’s a treat to go out to fancy restaurant and

soak up the ambience. 

3D never managed to take hold in the adult

 industry. The next big thing on the horizon is virtual

reality. Could that be a bigger success in porn?
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The old school way of

 thinking doesn’t work anymore

and I think that is a good thing.”

................................ 
“
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Justin: I can see why this new fad is important to some

of the larger companies. ‘Tech-sperimenting’ can be a

good way of reinforcing your position in the market.

 However, we are more interested in refining the content.

When new methods of delivery are tried and tested

we’ll be there to capitalise on them.

When it all began with Joybear in 2003, DVD was

king. A lot has changed since then, and most people

 consume pornographic content on the internet now.

Does DVD even play a role in your concept anymore?

Justin: DVD sales are still an important part of our

 business. Each quarter my accountant gives me a
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P&L report on the DVDs and each quarter I get ready

to bin this format. But each time the numbers still

stack up. They certainly aren’t what they used to be

but DVDs are here to stay…for now.

The general consensus seems to be that, yes, some

people still buy DVDs but the prices have bottomed

out. Do you agree?

Justin: We charge a fraction less than we did 5-10

years ago, which probably explains why we still make

money from DVDs. 

How strongly does the excessive amount of free porn

on the internet affect your business?

Justin: It is hard to quantify but my guess is in the

case of Joybear not that much. I don’t think the ave-

rage (male) surfer wants three minutes of storyline

and  character establishment.

At which intervals do you launch new Joybear films?

Justin: We have an annual production schedule,

which we stick to. Unless something is particularly to-

pical we don’t stray from that.

What’s next for Joybear? Are there new titles in the

 pipeline?

Justin: We have just released our latest title Tease, a

film about a boutique lingerie designer whose em-

powering designs sprinkle magic dust over her friends’

sex lives. We’ve got some very topical concepts plan-

ned for 2016. We have also just relaunched our site –

 Joybear.com and made it more trade-friendly. Any

feedback is always welcome. Let us know your

thoughts - trade@joybear.com. 

Where do you get the ideas for new films?

Justin: We are extremely lucky to be working with

some very talented writer-directors who get where I’m

coming from and share my vision.

I N T E R V I E W
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DVD sales are still an important

part of our business.”

................................ “
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Before we get down to the nitty gritty, I’d like to

know: What is the definition of a sexual supple-

ment, and which products fall into that category?

Django Marecaux: If you are looking to get more

out your sex life, or if you have had to put up with

a sexual issue such as low libido or erectile

 problems for a number of years, supplements

can provide a natural answer. In today’s market,

there is a large variety of pills, creams, gels,

and more, all designed to help 

 enhance different aspects of

sexual health, for instance

semen volume among

men, or sex drive

among women. 

Food supple-

ments such as

vitamin pills

have been

around for

d e c a d e s ,

but when did

the first sexual

supplements ap-

pear on the market?

Django: For years, the

only way for men and wo-

Sexual supplements are an inherent par t of the product range for many European adult  re-

tai lers,  whether they are running a br ick and mor tar store or an onl ine shop. This product

category is  also the focus of our inter view with Django Marecaux, the General Manager of

Vitenza, who explains how the trade can truly real ise the potential  of sexual supplements.

“If you can get just a few  
supplement, the potential for

men to resolve a sexual health

 problem was to visit their doctor,

looking to get a prescription.

 However, not everyone can get

access to medicine and not

everyone wants to use drugs

 because of the risk of side

 effects. This created great de-

mand for naturally made sexual en-

hancement supplements, which

don’t require a prescrip-

tion and have no

known negative

side effects since

they are made with

herbal extracts.

Can you tell us

about the potential

of the sexual

 supplement cate-

gory? Are the

consumers aware

of these pro-

ducts? How popu-

lar are they?

Django: Unlike a

sex toy or a

Django Marecaux on the potential and the right marketing of sexual supplements

I N T E R V I E W

Django Marecaux, General

Manager of Vitenza

exclusive
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 customers to regularly use a
repeat business is amazing.”

73

 device such as a

pump, sexual

supplements are

c o n s u m a b l e .

Once your custo-

mers see for

themselves what

these items can

do for them, will

come back time

and time again

to buy more.

While it is true that

toys and devices

carry a higher

 initial price tag, if

you can get just

a few customers

to regularly use a

supplement, the

potential for repeat business 

is amazing.

We only choose to represent pro-

ducts that have proven popular

in terms of quality, ingredients

used, and time on the market.

Many of the supplements that

you find in the Vitenza catalogue

have been around for a number

of years. These products would

not have survived and would not

still be here today if they did not

have a loyal following of custo-

mers who continue to use them. 

In turn, this helps inspire new cus-

tomers to buy into a brand, as

they see a great many other

people already using the

 product and taking advantage

of the benefits.

Which channels of distribution

do you use to present these

 products on the market?

Django: As a wholesaler, the

main channel of distribution that

Vitenza uses is retailers, the

 majority of which have both an

online and offline presence.

Many of our clients report that

these kinds of products make up

for a big portion of monthly sales.

How much of your

sales are generated

in the adult market?

How important is 

this market for 

your  company?

Django: For Vitenza,

there is a good split

between the sales we

make in the adult

market and those we

make in the health

and wellbeing sector.

This is because the

brands that we distri-

bute exclusively sell

well for erotic purpo-

ses, but are also de-

veloped for sexual

wellness. A man who

suffers from weak erections does

not visit an adult shop to find a

solution to his problem; he more

than likely visits online health sites

for an answer.

All of our markets, and the clients

we work with in these markets,

are important to us. Customers

market our sexual supplements

in several different ways, so it is

vital to appreciate this and

 nurture healthy and regular sales.

Do you think that the adult retail

trade pays enough attention to

this product group, be it in  walk-

D J A N G O  M A R E C A U X

Viaman roll-up displays

for the point of sale
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in stores or online shops? Where do you see room

for improvement in that regard?

Django: As mentioned before, Vitenza have clients

who state that sexual supplements account for tens

of thousands of pounds / euros worth of sales each

month. The smart ones recognise the potential to

make good money with supplements and already

do so. Other online stores and walk-

in shops place a focus on toys or

devices with a high price tag, but

with those, there is no repeat

 business to be had for the shop.

Do you have some advice for the

trade to generate greater turnover

with sexual supplements? Which

 differences are there between the

e-commerce and the brick and

mortar segment as far as that goes?

Django: The simplest, yet most effective tool at your

disposal is knowledge. If you know your product inside

and out, you can almost always quash any quibbles

or concerns that your customer has about buying a

sexual supplement. This is why Vitenza offer extensive
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product training to help you get the most out of

 selling this type of product. Britain-based bricks and

mortar retailers like Vibez Adult Boutique and Nice N

Naughty can testify to the benefits of receiving

 training. We have had sessions with both businesses

and they each felt more confident and capable to

present our sexual supplements afterward. 

Another great trick is to dress up your

product. In a store, this could be a

POS display, whereas, in an online

shop, it could be a banner, videos,

or graphs / charts. Again, we are

more than happy to provide you

with all of this, so that the supple-

ment stands out and gets bought

by your customers.

Every user knows them: unwanted

spam mails advertising 'wonder pills' and dubious ad

messages presented in blinking banners. How can

 serious online retailers fight the bad reputation of sexual

supplements, how can they gain the consumer’s trust?

Django: Spam messages that flood inboxes are a

great form of flattery for us! The companies behind

I N T E R V I E W
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Samuel Ruddy (Vitenza‘s Business Manager for the United Kingdom)

and Tracey Whitmore (founder and owner of the Vibez Adult Boutique)

.................

Vitenza have clients

who state that

 sexual supplements

 account for tens of

thousands of pounds /

euros worth of sales

each month.”

................................ 

“
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these ‘wonder pills’ wouldn’t bother to create them if

the original products that they are imitating wouldn’t

work for many thousands of people,  worldwide. 

What’s more, sexual supplements can have a very

good reputation. As highlighted earlier, we only take

on brands that have established themselves on the

market, brands that men and women are not only

familiar with, but also brands that they ask for by

name. In short, many of

our products already

have the trust of the

customers because

they have been on the

market for many years,

whereas ‘wonder pills’

tend to only last for a

handful of months.

What can the owners of

brick and mortar shops

do to direct the

 attention of their custo-

mers to sexual supplements or make them more

amenable to the idea of using such products?

Django: The clients who have made this really work

for them are the ones who were prepared to treat

 sexual supplements like any other item. Again, I can

appreciate that it is easy to dedicate

more space, time, resources etc. to

products with higher price tags, but if

you put just half of that commitment

into supplements, you could vastly

 increase your sales figures. We did this

with UK based retailer, Harmony, who

are now placing more focus on

 supplements than ever and are

 reaping the awards.

So, give them a whole wall, or a

 cabinet instead of half a shelf behind

the counter. Also, Vitenza can arrange

for product samples to be sent out, allowing your cus-

tomers to get hands on with the product and even try

them, without any cost to your business. These are just

two options available, and we fully encourage you to

get inventive with the marketing of sexual supplements.
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Tell us your ideas and we’ll gladly try to support you

to increase the marketing power of these products.

How much do retailers have to know about the

 topic and about the products to be able to give

sound advice to their customers in their stores? And

how and where can they get that knowledge?

Django: Retailers make it their job to know their

 product, and our

 customers are often

 biting our arm off to get

some training. 

Onsite and video

 conference training

sessions are a part of

our standard service,

for big or small retailers,

online or offline. 

The brick and mortar

trade is dominated by

the colourful world of

vibrators. How should retailers present products such

as sexual supplements that don’t immediately catch

the consumer’s eye? What can they do to make

these products a highlight of their product range?

Django: Combining what I have said previously for

some of the other questions, there

are many things a shop can look

to do in order to bring more

 attention to sexual supplements in

store. As mentioned, you can give

them a more prominent or bigger

position in the shop. Apart from this,

Vitenza can give you an array of

marketing materials, including

 posters, P.O.S. stands (big and

small), free samples and more.

Are there Pan-European or national

laws or regulations pertaining to the sale of sexual

supplements?

Django: We work closely with all local authorities

across Europe and always follow any advice that

they pass onto us.

I N T E R V I E W
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The Vibez Adult Boutique sells

a wide range of sexual supplements

.................

If you know your

product inside and

out, you can almost

 always quash any

 quibbles or concerns

that your customer has

about buying a sexual

 supplement.”

................................ 

“
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Your colleagues at Lovehoney said that

2016 will be the ”year of the male sex

toys“. Does Fleshlight share this positive

 assessment?

Miguel Capilla: Of course we see it. The

best evidence is the sales records that

we have been beating continuously

in the last months. 2015

was an awesome year

for Fleshlight Interna-

tional SL, as we were

consolidated as

worldwide leader in

male masturbators

one more year.

Our overall sales

have climbed

by 20% in com-

parison to 2014

and by 45%

compared to

2013. In January

2016, we broke

our sales record

again …

Since 2010, when the

European headquarters
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In a recent inter view, Ray Hayes, the Commercial Director of Lovehoney, said that 2016

would be ' the year of male sex toys ' .  EAN discussed this statement with Miguel Capil la, the

CCO of F leshl ight International SL.  As i t  turns out,  F leshl ight not only suppor ts Ray Hayes’

optimist ic predict ions, but even has the stat ist ics to underpin that this is  indeed the t ime

of the male toys.

“Despite the ongoing   
have risen by 1,000 per   

was established in Spain, Fleshlight has been

 continually expanding. Production, distribution and

 orders through our website have also increased. Our

company has experienced explosive growth in recent

years due to a very good level of acceptance

within the market of our male masturbators, because

of its high quality material and the realistic sensation

they provide to men.

Which factors show that the market for male toys is

 indeed expanding?

Miguel: Throughout the years, vibrators and dildos have

become so normalised for women that they openly

talk about it in public. Perhaps being due to the overt

sexualisation of women and their sexual identities. Men

are realising little by little that there’s nothing shameful

about enjoying a good masturbation with a sex toy.

With each and every day passing, it becomes more

and more socially acceptable and mainstream.

Miguel Capilla, CCO of Fleshlight International SL, talks the booming male toys business

.................

Men are realising little by

little that there’s nothing

 shameful about enjoying a good

 masturbation with a sex toy.” 

................................ 

“
exclusive
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What are

the reasons

for this positive deve-

lopment? What are the

driving forces behind it?

Miguel: Firstly, due to the openness and society

 evolution in the recent years.

We no longer (as a whole) believe that taking care of

yourself is either an offense or unhealthy – and we’ve

certainly long determined that there isn’t 

anything  psychologically strange about fulfilling 

your own urges. Secondly, the excellent quality of the

products like Fleshlight, helps a lot the male

 masturbators  development. 

Why did we have to wait so long for this trend, even

though it is quite obvious that men are willing to pay

for sexual pleasure?

Miguel: While a woman could happily mention she

used a vibrator to her friends, a man who mentioned

80

that he used a sex toy to his mates was more

likely to be ridiculed rather than asked for

a product recommendation. Perhaps if

women who weren't keen on their partners

using them understood that they can make

men better lovers they would be less likely to be

upset; a product such at the Fleshlight Stamina

Training Unit can help men increase their staying power.

Despite the ongoing stigma, male sex toy sales have

risen by 1,000 per cent in the past 10 years.

Can Fleshlight profit from this trend or does it 

create a lot of competition and make business 

harder for  Fleshlight?

Miguel: We're aware of the fierce competition in our

sector and also that counterfeits are spreading

 worldwide unfortunately. To keep our position as the

number one selling male sex toy in the world over

them, we provide high quality patented products,

know-how, extensive customer service and a good

distribution network. I think that we can take advantage

of this trend as our company is well established in the

market and clients and customers trust on our brand.

How does Fleshlight benefit from its position as a pio-

neer and market leader in this changing environment?

Miguel: We’re very proud to say that Fleshlight has

 become a generic term for male toys and this is our

best letter of introduction. This was achieved thanks to

the hard work of the Fleshlight team during the last 20

years. High quality controls, an awesome marketing

policy and our tireless fight against fakes in recent

times enables us to establish ourselves as benchmark

in the male sex toys sector.

What is Fleshlight's strategy to maintain, or even

 expand on its position in these times of change?

Miguel: All products included in the Fleshlight range

must fully comply with our high quality standards. We

have an Innovation and Development department

 located in New Mexico, which is always innovating

and developing new products. They also design and

test all new creations and do feasibility reports prior to

every product launch. The market is constantly

changing and that is why Fleshlight is always expanding

I N T E R V I E W
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A very special iPad

case - the Fleshlight LaunchPad

Fleshlight‘s patented SuperSkin material makes

for extremely lifelike stimulation
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its range of products. It is also very important for us

 listening to our customers’ desires and recommen -

dations, in order to offer them the best possible product

to respond to their needs and expectations.

What expectations does the new male clientele have

as new groups open up to 'men's toys'?

Miguel: A successful “sex toy for man”

has to be adapted to the new  market’s

desires, and to the new  technological

world. This has to be as realistic as

possible as well, and a Fleshlight com-

plies with all these  requirements. Flesh-

light sleeves are made of our SuperS-

kin patented  material, which provide

the most  realistic sexual penetration

simulators on the market. For a man

who wants something approximating

sex, a Fleshlight is the best choice.

To what extent are men's toys suited

for couples, and should they be

 advertised accordingly?

Miguel: Although Fleshlight was

 created as a male masturbator,

 nowadays it is also used by couples,

which is great news! Fleshlight pro-

ducts are perfect for sex play with your

 partner. 

Women have been an untapped

 market segment for us until now, but to

break the ice, it might be handy if

 women started keeping some male

sex toys in the arsenal—you know, in

case a particularly adventurous mood

strikes. Or, if guys aren't afraid to sug-

gest a little something different, it could

be a good idea for dudes to keep

some toys handy as well. 

Sex toys aren’t just for solo sessions.

Men are growing more accustomed

to the idea of  introducing sex toys into

a relationship. For example, one of our

recent launching, the QuickShot, is a  product that can

be used for both personal and  couple play. Maybe
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for that reason the QuickShot has become one of our

top selling products in just a  couple of months…

What advice have you for the trade, so that it can

 benefit from the aforementioned development?

Miguel: It is very important listening to customers’ de-

sires and recommen dations, in order to

offer the best  possible product to res-

pond to their needs and expectations.

As a leading manufacturer, we also

pay special  attention to our partner’s

feedbacks and advices, which let us

to be in  permanent contact with the

 consumer’s needs. Thanks to our

good  relationship with our partners,

they also take care of our brand.

 Furthermore, we offer efficient and

extensive customer service which is

always ready to offer quick solutions

and help our partners manage their

Fleshlight business.

How will the product category 'toys

for men' develop in the future? 

What role will technological develop-

ments play?

Miguel: Technology is everywhere, so

we might as well use it as a tool to

keep our relationships strong.  

High-tech is set to transform our sex

lives, from virtual-reality porn to

 Bluetooth- controlled toys. For

 example, our  partner Kiiroo, has long

distance  masturbators for both sexes,

including a social media platform for

people to 'connect'. From Fleshlight,

we must not only adapt to new trends

and  technologies, but also anticipate

them. Within the Fleshlight range, you

can also find some interactive

 products such as the V Stroker 

(virtual sex adapter), or the

 Launchpad and  Phonestrap, which

are perfect for point of view content while you are

using your  Fleshlight. 

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Masturbation

shouldn’t be

 restricted to the power

of the hand if the

 person wants more!!!”

................................ 

“
Fleshlights The new QuickShot

is also suited for couples
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Congratulations on your new position at Nexus!

What motivated you to make this career move?

Kerri Middleton: Thanks very much! There were so

many factors that motivated me, the opportunity to

work with a British brand globally really excited me! I

was also very excited to return to brand manage-

ment, I feel this is definitely my strength and I love to

be able to watch a brand grow within my territory!

Which tasks will you be taking on at Nexus?

Kerri: As International Sales Manager, I will be working

with all our existing distributors and retailers to help
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grow our brand within their business. I will offer store

training and merchandising assistance to retailers,

along with all the usual day to day help our customers

have been used to. I’ll also be looking to spread our

wings into new territories and expand the Nexus brand

across the world.

What are the strong points of Nexus in your opinion?

What about the company compelled you to join the

team?

Kerri: I’ve known the team here for a while and that

was a major plus point to joining. Relocating to Lon-
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I N T E R V I E W

Kerri Middleton joins Nexus

Nexus  has  added Ke r r i  M idd le ton  to  the i r  team.  She  i s  the  new In te r na t iona l  Sa les

 Manager  o f  the  B r i t i sh  company,  and EAN se i zed th i s  oppor tun i ty  to  ask  her  fo r  an

 in te r v iew.  We ta lked about  her  new job,  her  p lans ,  her  expectat ions ,  and her  ex tens ive

 exper ience in  the adul t  indus t r y.

“The opportunity to work   
really excited me!”

exclusive

.................

My main focus is 

to offer more 

brand training.”

................................ 
“

The new International Sales Manager

at Nexus: Kerri Middleton
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don after 28 years by the beach

was a big decision but hopefully

it’s opened a door to an exciting

new chapter!

I think it’s a very exciting time for Ne-

xus. In the past for me, Nexus was

always the fun prostate brand but

in the last couple of years they have

really grown their product range and

global distribution.  This growth gives

me a great opportunity to use my

experience of adult luxury brands to

offer both distributors and retail sto-

res the assistance they need to grow

a fruitful relationship.

 

What expectations, wishes, and

ideas do you have concerning this

new job?

Kerri: I am very excited to get 

involved with the retailers, after 

working in adult stores I’m so aware

of knowledge being key. Consu-

mers are much more clued up

these days, they’re coming into

stores specifically asking for brands

or products that do specific things,

retail staff that are well trained will

always shine with your brand –

knowledge will always equal sales!

You have a wealth of experience

in the wholesale business, and you

also worked for a renowned brand

in the adult industry. Do you feel

you are well-prepared for the new

challenges at Nexus?

Kerri: Absolutely, I am very lucky

to have benefitted from working

with a strong retail chain, domi-

nant distributor and leading ma-

nufacturer. Having this wealth of

knowledge of all aspects means I

really do look at the whole picture

when working for a brand. You’ll al-

ways get out of life what you put

in, so selling product to a retailer

or distributor is only the first stage,

supporting them is key. If you want

your products to sell you have to

get out and make it happen, train

the staff, help with promotions, get

involved with their business and ul-

timately ignite the love for your

brand. Without that, you are just

another product on the shelf tying

up their cash and in this market

that’s only going to end one way.

What are the biggest differences

between working for a wholesale

company and working for a brand

manufacturer?

Kerri: I think the main difference is

focus, you are limited to a more

specific range of product. Your

brand may not fit with every busi-

ness, but it's quality over quantity

here. Wholesale offers you an ans-

wer to 99% of requirements, but

you can’t offer the same level of

assistance that brand manage-

ment provides.

Which new ideas do you want to

implement to make Nexus bigger

and better?

Kerri: My main focus is to offer

more brand training, Nexus has

grown so much in recent years

that there hasn’t been the capa-

city to visit our retailers and distri-

butors on a regular basis to see

what we can do to help our brand

with their business.

What can we expect from Nexus

in the future? How much untap-

ped potential is there in this

brand?

Kerri: With the restriction on some

of the Nexus range being sold in

the US lifting imminently it’s a very

exciting time for the brand.

 Customers are already pre-orde-

ring ready to hit ground running so

we’re going to be very busy

 offering all the assistance we can.

There are also a couple of

 territories that could be strengthe-

ned so I will be looking at the

 opportunities there.

K E R R I  M I D D L E T O N

.................

I am very lucky to

have benefitted

from working with a

strong retail chain, 

dominant distributor and

leading manufacturer.”

................................ 

“
   with a British brand globally
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Creating products for couples f rom a female perspective, del iver ing style and qual i ty –

those are the tenets of RIANNE S. The brand was star ted in 2010 in response to the lack of

female-oriented products in the market, as Rianne Swierstra points out in our EAN interview.

Apar t f rom talking about the histor y of the brand, we also seized the oppor tunity to ask

the businesswoman about cur rent topics and developments in the adult  market.

“I started this business    
to make women feel    

Rianne, since when have been active in the world

of sex toys, and why did you choose this product

category?

Rianne Swierstra: I started RIANNE S in early 2010. It

took almost 1.5 years to get my first products on the

market: Matryoshka and Forbidden Fruit. Ten years

 before that, around the year 2000, I had come across

Hustler magazine. The pink phallus shaped dildos that I

saw in there did not appeal to me at all. Aesthetics

have always been very important to me in fashion and

art, and I felt that women also deserve beautiful

 products when it comes to sex toys. As a young woman,

it was always difficult for me to know what I enjoyed

 sexually and where my boundaries were. What I like

about sex toys is that they really help you discover what

you like sexually. Last but not least, my mother always

told me how important it was for women to be

 empowered. On a professional level, I really wanted to

do something like that, empowering women.

Did you do any research about the market before

 entering the 'vibrating' adult world? If so, what did your

observations tell you about the market?

Rianne: My research started early, in the year 2000.

What I noticed back then is that there were not so many

brands on the market with good-looking quality products

focusing especially on women.

Rianne Swierstra presents her brand RIANNE S

I N T E R V I E W
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Rianne – here: with Forbidden Fruit,

one of her first products – started her brand in 2010
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   mainly because I  wanted 
   better on a sexual level.”
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What did you do professionally

 before getting into the market for

sex toys?

Rianne: I lived in Italy, and from

there, I travelled the world as an

 export manager for an Italian design

furniture brand. It was a great time

and I learned a lot business-wise.

Which elements defined your brand

back when you started it, and what

are the defining elements today?

What is the underlying philosophy

you follow in your business activities?

Rianne: Style and quality have

 always been essential characteris-

tics of the RIANNE S brand. Also,

there is the surprise factor that

 comes with the designs; it makes a

RIANNE S product different. What has

been changed is the price point.

Now, the price is more affordable in

order to reach more women and

partners with the products and

make luxury, design, and functiona-

lity available to all women and thus

to reach a wider demographic.

How many products have you

 launched so far? And what types of

products are they?

Rianne: In 2011, we launched two

vibes. Last year, we launched four

vibes, a love ball set, two booty plug

sets, and a set of kits. The vibes and

booty plug sets are selling particu-

larly well. The vibes are different, look

pretty, and come with a nice

 cosmetic bag. The Heart vibe is the

perfect gift for couples: cute-looking

as a small present, but with very

good vibes for such a small product.

The duo vibe is a whole new couple

vibe and can be used as a vibrator

and masturbator and together with

your partner. The shape is very inno-

vative, the product offers great

 quality for a good price.

What sets your products apart from

the competition?

Rianne: The products look very

 stylish, have great mainstream ap-

peal, and are sold at a great price.

Where do you get the ideas for new

products, and what are the biggest

challenges you’re faced with when

turning these ideas into actual

 products?

Rianne: I get my inspiration from

anywhere. movies, art, fashion

 magazines, and speaking with

 customers, of course. I always have

ideas, so the biggest challenge is

R I A N N E  S W I E R S T R A

.................

I want my products to

be accessible to women

of all ages and back-

grounds. That’s where I

want to be with my brand.”

................................ 

“

Another new addition to the

RIANNE S range: Pussy Playballs

The new RIANNE S vibrators

come with a nice-looking cosmetic bag

The aptly named Moon Vibe is

rechargeable and has two powerful motors
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time. It takes a lot of hard work and time to create 

new products.

Today, every other sex toy caters to couples … are

 couples also your target audience?

Rianne: My main focus is women, but my theory is that

lots of them are in relationships. And if she’s happy

 sexually, he’s usually happy, too. So that’s why we also

focus on couples, but from a female perspective.

What does the target group expect from your products?

What qualities do they associate with the Rianne-S

brand?

Rianne: Good quality, stylish designs, fashionable

 products for a nice price.

Health, fun, eroticism, sensuality, wellness, satisfaction,

etc. – how do you make sure your brand conveys this

message?

Rianne: RIANNE S is an extension of myself. And I am all

about health, sensuality, feeling good. As a result,

 conveying these messages happens automatically with

everything I do with RIANNE S and the products that we

make. I never started this business to just make nice sex

toys. I started this business mainly because I wanted to

make women feel better on a sexual level.
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The market has become so vast that many products

get lost in the shuffle. Is it in advantage to have your

products perceived as a brand in such a crowded

marketplace?

Rianne: Branding is essential. Of course, you need to

be different on a product level, but branding keeps the

overall products and communication recognisable for

people.

What is your take on the popularity of combining sex

toys and modern technologies such as app controls?

Rianne: It has been researched that not all women

are early adopters, they don’t jump on the latest

 technologies in general. And I want my products to

be accessible to women of all ages and back-

grounds. That’s where I want to be with my brand. You

don’t need above-average knowledge on a techno-

logical level to get the most out of your RIANNE S

 product. The most important thing is that the product

is easy to use and new, and within that context, all

 innovation is welcome.

And apart from high tech toys? Which trends dominate

the market at the moment?

Rianne: I see more and more products aiming at the

heterosexual man/relationship and couples.

I N T E R V I E W
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Not only does Heart Vibe make a great gift, but it is

a surprisingly powerful toy, in spite of its cute looks

Duo is the name of the new

RIANNE S couples vibrator
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How strongly do trends influence you when you go

about developing a new product?

Rianne: They don’t really influence me. I look more for

what’s lacking than for what is there in abundance.

What is the status quo of the European sex toy market

in your opinion? Is there growth? Or is there a risk of

 stagnation due to market

 saturation?

Rianne: I think

on one hand,

there’s the con-

sumer market

which is still gro-

wing. More and

more people are

using sex toys. TV

shows like Sex and

the City and a

books like Fifty Sha-

des have really hel-

ped in getting more

people into sex toys.

Furthermore, I think

younger people are

sexually much more

open-minded. They are

the consumers of the

future. In that per-

spective, I think there’s still

some room for new

brands coming up.

There is a debate in the

 industry about whether or not the adult market is 

inching closer to the mainstream market? What is your  

opinion?

Rianne: I think the mainstream market and adult market

are somehow merging. More and more sex toys are

being sold in mainstream shops. And more mainstream

products are sold in sex shops, for instance massage

candles etc.

Which channels of distribution do you rely on the get

your products out there?
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Rianne: We are focusing on B2B. We do not sell to

consumers directly at this moment.

Do you focus on the adult market, or are your

 products also sold in outlets other than adult shops

and stores?

Rianne: The more people we

can reach, the better.

How do you support your

partners in distribution and

retail?

Rianne: With POS materi-

als, free samples, and

consumer publicity. I

have also started my

own Youtube channel to

make contact with the

consumers directly. (RI-

ANNE S). I want to

make it easier for the

retailers and distribu-

tors to sell the pro-

ducts by investing

more into branding

and reaching out to

consumers and

making RIANNE S a

brand that consu-

mers recognise,

value, and look

for.  Furthermore,

we are fair and respectful to our partners.

What does Rianne-S have in store for the market in

the upcoming months?

Rianne: We just released the Heart Vibe. A very cute,

strong vibe and the perfect couples gift. Our other

new vibes come with lovely cosmetic bags, which

makes the overall concept very new and modern.

Apart from that, our DUO vibe is almost ready. 

It’s a great couples toy to be used together. We also

have a couple of other great products in the pipeline

which are still a secret, but I can tell you this: 

They will rock!
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These days, many companies think about ways to change their pro-

ducts so they wil l f it in with the digital age. Tingletouch Games

took a different approach. After launching several app-based

games for couples, the company’s latest  product, released in

November of 2015, is a card game in the traditional sense. But

of course, this does not mean that Tingletouch Games has tur-

ned away from the app market. They are stil l very much aware

of the potential that modern technologies hold for adult-the-

med games. In our EAN  interview, company founder Magnus

Holmgren  explains how the consumers have responded to the new

card game, named Bedroom Battle, and he also states his wish to

 combine apps and classic board games in future projects.

“If you’re not used to talking about sex, a sex
game is a great way to get more used to it.”

Tingletouch Games released its first physical board

game „Bedroom Battle“ last fall. How has the market

responded to the game so far?

Magnus Holmgren: Being new in the retail market,

we had no idea what to expect, but we have been

doing very well since releasing Bedroom Battle

last November. Right now, we’re selling the

game on our website and in four online stores

in our home country, Sweden. Of course, it

is a fairly small market, but we’re doing

well so far and are looking to expand

into bigger markets soon. Sales leading

up to both Christmas and Valentine’s

Day have been great, and the

 reviews from customers have been

very positive. The first review we got

started with the line “Best sex game

ever” which of course gave us a nice

confidence boost!

Could you summarise the rules of the

game for us? Which aspect of the game

do your customers like the most?

Magnus Holmgren of Tingletouch Games on the launch of the company’s first card game

exclusive
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Magnus Holmgreen develops board

games as well as game apps
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Magnus: Bedroom Battle is a card game for  couples.

You play to win sexy favours and challenges. The

game is played for a number of game rounds, and

each round, players start by drawing a reward card

containing three sexy challenges. Then they use battle

cards to battle for the reward card, and the winner

of the card gets to select one sexy challenge for

both players to act out. The game gets progressively

hotter and hotter,

and in the end, the

overall winner gets

to pick a final

 challenge meant to

bring both players to

climax.

Based on feedback

and reviews, our

customers espe-

cially like that

they  always get

to choose one of

three different

challenges, so that

regardless of what they like to do in bed or how daring

they are, there’s always something on each reward

card that they enjoy doing. They also like that it’s pos-

sible to easily adjust the length of the game, and

that, regardless of sexual  preference, everyone can

play since most other games are  designed for hetero

couples only. We’ve also gotten a lot of praise for the

fun nature of the game and the humorous graphic

 design.

Now that your game is on the market and has proven

successful, what would you say is the most important

lesson you have learned about  designing erotic ga-

mes during this  project?

Magnus: Creating digital games is in some ways a

fairly straightforward  process, at least for us since we

have more experience in that business. So I think we

completely underestimated how many different steps

there were to creating a physical card game. We

 always knew we had a really good idea, but we also

learned that the road from idea to finished game is

quite long. The most challenging aspect for us was

94

probably the stress of knowing that you are not able

to change anything once you’ve printed thousands

of  copies. In the digital business, you simply release

an update if you make a mistake or notice a typo or

something like that. Here, once you hit the print but-

ton, there’s no undoing that.

Do your customers buy your games for the fun of the

game (and to win) or do they see

them as a part of  foreplay, making

the game and its mechanics a se-

condary thing?

Magnus: I would say, both. The sex

part is of course the most important

part, it is a sex game after all, but

you can definitely make a sex

game that also has fun game

mechanics. What we noticed

when testing similar  games was

that most, if not all, have very

simple game mechanics, usually

it’s roll a dice or draw a card, or

a combination of those. We wan-

ted to create a game that is fun to play for two rea-

sons, both the sex part, and the game part.

Tingletouch Games develops both, board games

and apps. Which  possibilities are there to connect

those two kinds of games?

Magnus: It’s always been our plan to connect our

physical and digital games. A number of non-erotic

board game producers have started to  release some

of their game content in a digital form, which opens

up a lot of possibilities for more creative game design,

and it’s something we’d like to do with our erotic ga-

mes as well. Combining physical and  digital games

gives the developer new design  possibilities, and it

also provides a  better way to  update the game after

it has been released, either based on user  feedback,

or simply to  release new  material for the game -

something that is naturally much easier in  digital form

 compared to printing a new version of a physical

game. Both, digital and physical games have pros

and cons, and combining them gives us the possibility

to keep the pros and remove some of the cons.
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Bedroom Battle allows the

players to win sexy favours
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Games are becoming more and more accepted as

a past time for adults, be they digital games or board

 games. Do you agree, and if so, can the erotic ga-

mes industry benefit from this  development?

Magnus: Yes, I think you’re absolutely right. When  we

grew up, both board games and com-

puter games

were  something

for kids, or some-

thing you played

with your kids,

but it feels like

that is changing.

There have al-

ways been ga-

mes for adults, of

course, but it is defini-

tely starting to become

a lot more mainstream

and more people know

that good adult games

actually exist. More

adults playing games in

general hopefully also

means that more and more people will become in-

terested in playing erotic  games, too. And with non-

erotic games constantly  becoming better and better,

we also think people will start demanding more of

their erotic games as well.

Erotic games are used to break the ice or introduce

new ideas into the sex life of the users. Why do cou-

ples need this help? Are games replacing the com-

munication about sex between partners?

Magnus: We don’t feel sex games are replacing

 communication between partners. Rather, the help

people start talking more about sex. If you’re not used

to talking about sex, a sex game is a great way to

get more used to it, and eventually it might happen

more naturally outside of the game as well. That’s

something we ourselves have experienced first-hand.

Do you have plans to release your games in multiple

languages in the  future?

Magnus: For now, we are focusing on the English-speaking
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market. We would love to re-

lease all our games in more

languages and reach as

many customers as possible,

but we’re still a small com-

pany and need to grow one

step at a time.

Are you working

with distributors?

Where can retai-

lers buy your ga-

mes?

Magnus: Yes, soon

after launch, the

Swedish distributor

Fame-X contacted

us, and they are

 currently handling most of our distribution, but we  

also sell directly to some local retailers. We’re  

looking to start selling  outside  Sweden as well, and

retailers who are  interested in selling Bedroom 

Battle can contact Fame-X, info@fame-x.se, or us,

info@tingletouch.com.

Do you already have ideas for completely new ga-

mes you can tell us about?

Magnus: We have several ideas for new games, but

 currently, we’re working on a major update to our first

app, Connect Foreplay. It’s a few years old and needs

an  update for more modern devices, but we’ve 

also listened to the feedback we’ve gotten and 

are making a few game improvements as well. 

Our next project  after that will probably be an 

expansion for Bedroom Battle, most  likely as a

downloadable app for phones and tablets, some-

thing that no other erotic board  games currently offer

as far as we know. It would be fun if we could break

some new ground!
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An example of the “favours”

players can win in the game

.................

It’s always been our plan to connect

our physical and  digital  games.”

................................ “
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You launched your new

 private brand in October

2015. Has Urban made big

 waves since it hit the market?

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: The

release of Mister B Urban has

exceeded our expectation by

far; even now, six months later,

it’s still a big success and the reactions from the market

have been overwhelming. It’s a project which we  believed

in right from the start and we put a lot of our time and

 dedication into it. But the hard work has paid off. Of course

we are not quite there yet, this is just our first Urban

 collection, but it is a good start.

What do the trade members like best about Urban? Which

qualities of the new product line appeal to the  consumers?

Nelson: The thing we hear most about our Urban  collection

is that the quality is great. The features that set this line

apart are the design of the underwear and the special

push-up pouch. Next to that, our new way of packaging

the product is something trade consumers really like.

In phase one, you presented the 'basics'. Which

 products did you choose to introduce people to the

Urban brand?
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Six months af ter launching the f i rs t  products in their  Urban pr ivate brand, Mister B now

 present the second wave of Urban products,  per fect ly t imed for the upcoming spr ing/ -

summer season. In our inter view, Nelson Sousa da Cunha, Mister B 's

Market ing and PR Manager,  tel ls  us more about these products and

about their  features. Moreover,  he gives us a l i t t le foretaste of what

the market can expect f rom Urban in the future?

“It will always have the Mister B feel to it.”

Nelson: We went for underwear in three

 different styles: the classic brief, a jock brief,

and a jock strap. We decided to go for the

known ‘go to’ colours in the scene, red, blue,

black, and white. With that, we added

 matching football socks which have

a small pocket in the right sock. 

Why did you decide to launch

these products in several  stages?

Nelson: Because textile  products

are more liable to trends, we

decided to start with a small

solid basic line which will still

be interesting for the

 coming years, and release

a new line every spring/sum-

mer and fall/winter to keep up with

the trends. This  allows us to play with

the seasons. Swimwear in summer

for example, like the new collection

we are  launching now in March.

In March, you’ll introduce the second

wave of Urban products. What can we

look forward to?

Mister B expand their Urban collection

exclusive
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Nelson Sousa da Cunha,

Mister B's Marketing & PR Manager 
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Nelson: For the spring/summer season we have some

great additions to the Urban label. This includes several

styles of swimwear. From a sporty design in several

 colours to a more fashionable printed designs. Also, we

added a pair of running tights in two colours. All designs

are also equipped with the push-up pouch, just like the

underwear from the first line.

What can you tell us about the individual products? Will

the price and quality be in line with the first wave of

products? And will they cater to the same target

 audience?

Nelson: All the individual products are designed by our

product development team and made by the same

producer as our underwear. So the quality and price

will be comparable to the first Urban line. Unlike our

 underwear, the swimwear is not for everyday use so the

designs are a bit bolder. 

People who are not familiar with this segment may

wonder: How do sportswear and bathing suits fit in with

the fetish market?

Nelson: Now more then ever, the fetish market is

 evolving - all the time. Of course, our core products are

.................

The release of

Mister B Urban

has exceeded our

 expectation by far.”

................................ 

“
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leather and rubber. But what we notice is that more

and more people combine the “hardcore” fetish gear

with the party wear gear. Several fetish parties for

 instance have a dress-code that includes sportswear.

And since fetish gear is seen more in the circuit party

scene, people also look for gear to wear to those dance

party’s. A big portion of our clientele is gay and in the

summer months, they love to go on gay cruises, visit

gay beach destinations. There is a lot of flirting and

 cruising going on at those locations. Wear a Mister B

swimming trunk and immediately send out the message

that you are into a bit more than just traditional sex.

102

Mister B organized a photo shoot with

well-known porn stars? Did you also

take pictures for the second wave of

products while you were at it?

Nelson: Because the second wave

of Urban mainly consists of swimwear,

our idea was to do a photo shoot with

an Urban beach feel to it. We went to

a sunny location and did the shoot

with local models. Sexy Spanish guys,

palm trees and sun was the perfect

recipe for this shoot. We are very

happy with the result.

Do you have some advice for the 

brick and mortar trade and the  

e-commerce retailers about how

they should present Urban to make

the most of this brand?

Nelson: Every brick and mortar has a

different target audience and has to

display their products accordingly. A

gay fetish shop will display differently

from an underwear shop that also

sells lingerie for women. As far as gay

shops are concerned, I would focus

more on the gay aspect using our

POS  material which displays two Spa-

nish hunks showcasing the underwear.

For shops that are not gay-oriented,

we have image material with the

 models where they have no sexually

loaded interaction so they can be

used to focus on their male customer without the direct

“gay” connection.

What are the next steps you have planned for Urban?

Will you continue adding new products to this private

brand?

Nelson: These two lines are just the beginning of what

we have planned for the Mister B Urban label. Twice a

year, we will produce a line, some basic, some more

seasonal. It will always have the Mister B feel to it. Next

to underwear and swimwear, we will also focus on street

wear and party wear. 
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Electra Stim recently launched the Jack Socket.

What kind of product is it and how does it

fit in the Electra Stim range?

Andy Smith: We can confidently say

that there is nothing in our product

range like the ElectraStim Jack Socket.

It's completely unique, and not just to

us. It's the only realistic male stroker that

utilises electrostimulation on the market.

We've been working hard on the design for

around 3 years, with this incarnation taking

shape around 15 months ago. We wanted

to fulfil changing desires in the electro sex

market. Anal is popular, but there's a real hunger
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The market for male-or iented sex toys is  expanding, and ElectraSt im has developed a new

concept to foster this development. The idea is to combine more male toys with electro

sex. Having only hit  the market last month, their  Jack Socket is  E lectraSt im’s latest product

that caters to this concept. We wanted to know what the Jack Socket can do and which

target audience the brand is aiming for, and for tunately, Andy Smith, the CEO of ElectraStim

parent company Cyrex, was wi l l ing to answer al l  of our quest ions in this EAN inter view.

“The stigma that used to be associated
with men who use sex toys is melting away.”

for more intense, pleasurable cock play. With the market

focusing more and more on male vibrators not

 designed for insertion, the time felt right to dedicate

our development time to creating an electro stroker.

Do you see a trend towards male-oriented toys in

 recent times? Do you expect the market for these toys

to grow further?

Andy Smith: The stigma that used to be associated

with men who use sex toys is melting away, and 

that means more and more men are trying sex toys -

and liking them. We've seen a real surge in men 

under 35 taking interest, and that's most likely down

to gym culture.

Increasing numbers of men own a TENs machine thanks

to the boosted interest in weightlifting and body

sculpting. One rumour and a credit card

purchase later, and they're seeing

what the fuss is about for themsel-

ves. One of the prohibitive factors

in converting newcomers in the

younger market is our price point -

we're an investment in good sex.

Those who already own a stimulator

are much more inclined to try than so-

meone starting from scratch. The PR

we've had in Men's Health and Men's Fit-

ness magazines over the past couple of

years certainly hasn't hurt our profile either.

Andy Smith brings us a new product – the ElectraStim Jack Socket

Not your regular masturbator: the Jack Socket
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exclusive

Andy Smith, CEO of Cyrex,

the parent company of ElectraStim
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Can the Jack Socket be used without any additional

products or does the user need an Electra Stim

 Stimulation Pack?

Andy Smith: None of our electro sex toys have electrical

components inside, the Stimulator provides all of the

sensation. Every ElectraStim electro sex toy needs a sti-

mulator to power and control it - once you have a Sti-

mulator, you pick and choose the toys you use. It's

similar to vibrating sex toys that connect to a battery

pack / controller via a connecting plug. Our cheapest

stimulator retails at £99 - The ElectraStim Flick EM60-E.

It's a rechargeable stimulator with 7 patterns, 24 intensity

levels and a motion-sympathetic 'Flick' setting which is

perfect for using with Jack Socket.

What effect does that electro stimulation have when it

is used in a masturbator?

Andy Smith: The warm, wet and realistic sensations are

similar to those you feel when using a realistic stroker.

The key difference is the tingling, throbbing and pulsating

sensations felt from deep within the shaft. The e-stim

makes the whole penis contract like it does during or-

gasm - that's the major appeal of Jack Socket, it's real-

feel turned up to 11.

Can your product also be used as a stand-alone mas-

turbator without electricity?

Andy Smith: It can be, but it is 100% designed for use

with the ElectraStim stimulator range. It should be seen

as a cross-sell, not a stand-alone product.
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Do you want to reach out to a new

 audience with the Jack Socket, or are

you aiming for people who want to extend their

electro-sex collection?

Andy Smith: The unique Jack Socket design is predicted

to have wide-spread appeal. It's a completely new

concept, so we're in unchartered territory. Our

 predictions are that Jack Socket will quickly become a

best-seller, and we're on standby to help our retailers

achieve that potential.

Where can ElectraStim products and the new Jack

Socket be bought in Europe? Do you work with distri-

butors?

Andy Smith: We are partnered with three key distributors

in Europe – Dusedo, Eropartner and Shots Media - all

of whom will be stocking the ElectraStim Jack Socket

from the end of February 2016. We work closely with all

of our distributors as well as providing support to their

customers in the form of POS, videos, advice guides

and demo kits. We're also able to provide hands-on

training to chain stores who purchase through our

 distributors.

Are you planning to extend the Electra Stim range with

more toys for men in the future?

Andy Smith: We have spent a huge amount of time

developing Jack Socket and we are confident that it

will become a key selling item. Going forward we will

be carrying out more market research in order to satisfy

the needs of both men and women to further establish

the growing popularity of e-stim based sex toys.
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Our predictions are 

that Jack  Socket will

quickly become a 

 best- seller, and we're on

standby to help our 

retailers achieve 

that  potential.”

................................ 

“

The Jack Socket was designed for use

with the ElectraStim electro stimulators
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This Valentine's Day, the first episode of the fly- on-the-

wall TV series ‘The Joy of Sex Toys’ aired. This is already

the third series with Lovehoney in the leading role. Why

is Lovehoney such a good subject for  documentaries?

Neal Slateford: Lovehoney is full of great stories, strong

characters, fun, and a little craziness. I think viewers find

that entertaining and like to see ordinary people working

in an extraordinary world.
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The notion that the adult  industr y is  a place of t i t i l lat ion and s inful  thr i l l s  is  something that

the readers of EAN probably got over a long t ime ago. However,  most outs iders st i l l  have a

hard t ime seeing the adult  realm as an industr y l ike any other.  Therefore, having the op-

por tunity to take a look behind the scenes of this industr y is  highly appealing to the unini-

t iated. Lovehoney have decided to par t the vei l  in their  TV show “The Joy of Sex Toys”,  sho-

wing the audience that the members of the adult t rade are in fact per fectly normal human

beings who happen to real ly enjoy their  job. EAN hat the oppor tunity to speak with the two

founders of Lovehoney, Neal S lateford and Richard Longhurst ,  asking them about the pro-

duction and the publ ici ty the show is creating for the company.

“The more people see that it’s just regular    
 non-sleazy industry, the better.“

Richard Longhurst: Joy of Sex Toys is such a success

 because it follows ordinary people working in an

 extraordinary world. All the readers of EAN will be  familiar

with life in the adult industry, but it’s fascinating to outsiders.

Lovehoney particularly is interesting  because we’re such

an open and honest company, we’re proud of what we

do and we’re on a mission to bring the joy of sex toys to

the world – the TV series is a wonderful part of it.

Lovehoney grants us a look behind the scenes of the TV show 'The Joy of Sex Toys'

exclusive
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The founders of Lovehoney, Richard Longhurst

and Neal Slateford, at an important meeting
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    people working in a fun, professional, 
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How does the new series differ from

the previous series ‘Frisky Business’

and ‘More Sex Please’?

Richard Longhurst: It’s the same

but different. We’re still inventing

new products, developing new

websites, dealing with customers

on the phone and dealing with

 returns. Only this time there’s a lot

more of us and a lot more to do.

We’re also very international – we

now have six Lovehoney websites

so in the TV series you can see our

multilingual customer care depart-

ment hard and work. And the show

visits our office in Brisbane, Australia,

to show how we provide customer

care 24 hours a day, 7 days 

a week.

Neal Slateford: ‘More Sex Please

We’re British’ was a one-off, one

hour special. The extended series

format of ‘The Joy of Sex Toys’ (or

‘Frisky Business as it’s known outside

the UK)’ allows viewers to see

 characters and stories develop

over a longer period of time. If

you’ve seen the previous series,

you’ll already know some of the

characters. What’s different about

the new  episodes is the introduction

of some new characters, like Chris

and Laura, who found love in the

Lovehoney warehouse, and the

 stories taking a more international

focus, with our business in Australia

being featured for much of the

third episode.

How does such a programme

 affect your sales? Do you see an

immediate increase when a show

like this airs?

Neal Slateford: It’s undoubtedly

good for business, but it’s a

 cumulative effect, rather than a big

spike and then nothing. The

 audience grows as each episode

is broadcast in different territories

around the world.

Richard Longhurst: The program-

mes have been very good for

sales. We see a jump in traffic to

our websites when they are

 broadcast. Frisky Business is on

 Netflix in the US and that has been

great exposure for Lovehoney.com.

It’s important for the adult industry

as a whole too – it’s all part of

 normalising sex toys and making a

fun and fulfilling sex life part of

everybody’s health and wellbeing.

How important are shows like ‘The

Joy of Sex Toys’ for Lovehoney in the

long run?

Neal Slateford: It’s really helped us

to market the brand globally. It’s

been picked up by Netflix in the

USA and screened across various

channels in more than 15 countries.

The episodes are repeated conti-

nually – helping to introduce Love-

N E A L  S L A T E F O R D
R I C H A R D  L O N G H U R S T

Laura and Chris met through their

work in the Lovehoey warehouse

.................

It’s undoubtedly good

for business, but it’s

a cumulative effect,

 rather than a big spike

and then  nothing.“

- Neal Slateford

................................ 

“
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honey to new markets globally. Every day, there is an

episode being broadcast somewhere.

Richard Longhurst: The shows have been a very

 welcome part of our growth but we never count of

having another show. We have been very lucky to

have TV cameras at Lovhoney at all,

let alone have them come three

 times. Long term I don’t know what

will happen, but it’s great to have the

shows as a record of what life used

to be like at Lovehoney in the old

days. The first show was broadcast in

2012 – that seems like a lifetime 

ago now.

Which influence does Lovehoney have on the content

and the presentation of the show?

Neal Slateford: The production company, Oblong

Films, have full editorial control so we genuinely don’t

know what is going to be featured until it is sent to

the broadcasters.  They shoot over 150 hours of con-

tent for every edited 55 minute episode, so it’s always

a real surprise to see what makes it into the final cut.
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Richard Longhurst: We don’t have any editorial

 control or influence over the content of the program-

mes at all. Of course, they can only film what we’re

doing, but luckily we’re doing a lot of interesting things.

Very occasionally they might have filmed a conver-

sation which has commercially

 sensitive information that we do not

want to be broadcast and those are

the only things that we can ask to

be removed.

Do you think that ‘The Joy of Sex Toys’

will have a positive effect on the image

of the industry as a whole? To what ex-

tend can Lovehoney be seen as exemplary in this regard?

Neal Slateford: Absolutely. Anything that demystifies the

sex toy industry has got to be good for everyone in the

business, not just Lovehoney. The more people see that it’s

just regular people working in a fun, professional,   non-

sleazy industry the better.

The current series will have four episodes. What will the

viewers see in these episodes?

I N T E R V I E W
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Lovehoney's bondage

expert Jess Wilde

.................

Lovehoney is full

of great stories,

strong characters, fun,

and a little craziness.“

- Neal Slateford

................................ 

“
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Neal Slateford: Each

episode features strong,

character-driven storyli-

nes from a cast of pi-

ckers,  packers, buyers,

customer care staff, toy

 reviews and the returns

department. Here are

some of the highlights. 

EPISODE ONE

We follow the Loveho-

ney team as they pre-

pare to launch the Motorhead Bullet vibrator. Roy

wrestles with a see-through mannequin in his quest to

show off a pair of Latex Dildo Pants in a more trans-

parent way for the website.  Paul, Lovehoney’s quality

control manager, gets to grips with “Brandy The Big

Boobed Blow up Doll” who keeps splitting and Boss

Neal and Head Buyer Bonny, attend the XBIZ awards

in LA where they collect a clutch of awards. The Wa-

rehouse team have a race on their hands to deliver

“Mystery Bundle Packs” on time.  Meanwhile in Returns,

Andrea and the team deal with a variety of rejected

items and in the Customer Care De-

partment the team field hundreds of

calls from toy enthusiasts who need

advice and  information. Also Bet-

hany, Laura and Samantha, Loveho-

ney customers let us know what turns

them on.

EPISODE TWO

In a London hotel, Heather and her

Design team are trying to crack the

crotchless knickers market by launching a new range

with celebrity - MTV star Marnie Simpson. They also

 attend a photo-shoot with Celebrity Big Brother’s Chloe

Goodman, to promote a new collection of bedroom

undies. Meanwhile back in Bath, Lovehoney staff have

a tutorial with Master Dom on how to play the flute or

give the perfect blowjob! Richard and Neal go back

to the floor and Annabelle Knight launches a new vi-
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brator from her own

range. The premiere of

the Fifty Shades of Grey

film looms and Sales

team, Ray and Sabrina

attend an LA trade fair

to flog a do it yourself

bondage bundle featu-

ring specialist kit from

the film. The Bosses Neal

and Richard and their

partners attend the Lon-

don Premiere of Fifty

Shades of Grey.

EPISODE FOUR

In this episode, Neal attends an LA Trade show to

meet with sex toy designer Tom Nardone to launch

the RockBox Finger. Two years in development – it’s

an exciting time but there’s a pinching snag with the

vibrating finger.  Paul, Lovehoney’s quality control

 manager, must come up with a solution quick as

thousands of Rockbox fingers are sat collecting dust

in the warehouse and must be sold. Males sex toys

are on the up, so Richard, Neal and

Sexpert Tracey Cox run a competi-

tion to design a new sex toy. The rim-

ming Butt Plug is chosen and Paul

has designed a prototype, which at

first, is not what it’s cracked up to be!

Husband and wife team Neal and

Lizzie, seek advice from Neal before

they launch their new Mirror and He-

ather, Lovehoneys lingerie designer,

launches male Lingerie or Menge-

rie…the future in male sexy undies!

What can you tell us about the viewers? Does the

 series aim for a specific demographic?

Neal Slateford: The show was originally commissioned

by the Lifetime network in the UK, and their focus is

very much on women under 30. Worldwide though,

we get feedback on the show from men and women

of all ages. Sex is a universal pastime after all…

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

The programmes have

been very good for

sales. We can a jump in

traffic to our websites

when they are 

broadcast.“ 

- Richard Longhurst

................................ 

“

Andrea and Katrina from

Lovehoney’s returns department
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TENGA opened its first shop in shop by the end

of 2015, followed by another one at the start

of this year. Why did TENGA decide to take this

step now?

Eddie Marklew: 2015 was TENGA's 10th

 Anniversary, and the final celebration was to

open our first TENGA Shop. In Japan, with brand

awareness in the 70+% range for men in their

30s, TENGA is a huge brand and we

teamed up with select stores to

celebrate our anniversary, and

liven up their surroundings

with our recognisable

 branding.

How has the reaction by

the customers been 

so far?

Eddie: The customers

coming to the TENGA

Shops are not only fans

of the brand; there are also

those who may know about the

brand but have not purchased a

product yet because they are not

regular visitors of sex shops (or

As Eddie Marklew tel ls  us,  Tenga has achieved a level of name recognit ion in Japan that is

usual ly reser ved for pol i t icians and rock stars in most countr ies.  More than 70% of young

Japanese men know the brand. That’s def ini tely a big advantage for retai lers who have in-

corporated the company’s shop in shop concept in their  stores. So far,  there are two Tenga

Shops in Japan, and more are about to fol low. Dur ing our conversat ion with Eddie, we

asked the company’s Global Market ing Manager about Tenga’s plans for their  shop in

shop concept, and of course, we were par t icular ly cur ious to f ind out i f  maybe, people

wi l l  be seeing the red logo a lot more in Europe as wel l .

“The customers coming to the TENGA
Shops are not only fans of the brand.”

more commonly in Japan, DVD shops) that sell

our products. There have been a large number

of couples and groups of women coming

into the shops too, thanks to the inviting lighting

and friendly atmosphere!

Which measures did you take to promote the

new shops? 

Eddie: We held an opening event and

 announced the launch on a radio

programme we sponsor called

"TENGA Jaya (TENGA

 Teahouse)" on FM Osaka, as

well as to our followers on

 social media. There's also a

lot of branding around the

shops themselves such as

the big TENGA entrance,

shaped like our Original

Vacuum CUP. That is a big

eye-catcher in the busy

shopping districts where these

shops are situated.

TENGA wants to create 20 new

 stores before the end of 2016 and

TENGA introduce their shop in shop concept – Eddie Marklew tells us more

exclusive
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Marketing Manager at Tenga
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up to 100 until 2020.

That sounds like a big

investment. Which

role will the shops play

in your company's

strategy?

Eddie: The TENGA

Shops are shop-in-

shops of retailers with

whom we have good

relationships in Japan,

so the investment

 doesn't currently in-

volve real estate

costs. That said, we do have plans for opening  stand-

alone stores as the 2020 Olympics here in Tokyo 

draw near.

Your first two shops were opened in TENGAs home-country

Japan. Are you planning similar shops in Europe as well?

Eddie: Since releasing the news to the press, we've had a

lot of interest from several countries but at the time of

 writing, we don't have any concrete plans for stores in

Europe. We're still very open for discussions so please feel

free to get in touch with us! global@tenga.co.jp

Do you only offer TENGA products or is your brand Iroha

also available?

Eddie: Both brands are available at the TENGA Shops -

our full selection of products; in fact, this was one of the

main requests of our fans: to have a place to visit that has

all of our products. The shops even carry merchandise

such as T-shirts, caps, and limited edition items! The T-shirts

for example have been featured in a movie in Japan

where the heroine (a famous Japanese actress) was

 pictured wearing it, and so this design became quite

 popular- we have sold over 7000 of those T-shirts so far!

Which requirements must a retailer meet if he wants to

set up a TENGA shop in his store?

Eddie: To be honest, we are open to suggestions at this

time. We know that each country (even each region) has

different needs and stores have requirements themselves.

That said, it would be important for us that these become

places where our fans find all available TENGA items. In

Japan, one thing we

do have as a

 requirement is that

each shop must have

a specialist who knows

all of our products well

- a TENGA Master of

sorts - to explain 

the products to

 customers.

What does TENGA of-

fer in regards of shop

fittings and materials?

Eddie: The TENGA Shops all have custom-made displays

to fit our items, with back-lit posters and a big eye-catching

display to run our popular product videos on; those really

help to explain our items to visitors of the shops.

Will TENGA recruit new fans from among the shops’

 customers, or will it rather be that the stores get new cus-

tomers because fans are drawn in by the TENGA Shops?

Eddie: For now, the TENGA Shops only exist in Japan where

the brand is already very well-known. We hope to offer an

accessible point of sales to people who have never tried

the brand before, especially those who do not visit shops

where TENGA is usually sold. That said, the plan is not to

overtake the market with these stores, and even in Japan,

the TENGA Shops will be placed strategically around the

country to offer a promotional benefit to other retailers

who carry the brand, but have shops in more accessible

neighbourhoods. In addition to this, some of our stores,

such as the one in Akihabara, are located in places

 frequented by tourists, so we hope they will take a TENGA

souvenir back with them to spread the word in their 

home countries.

Do you have the feeling, that products for men and

 masturbators are gaining popularity at the moment? If

so, why do you think this is?

Eddie: We can't speak for all male masturbators but the

TENGA brand is certainly growing at a faster pace than

ever. We have shipped more than 45 million products

and are on course to hit the big 50 million near the end of

Summer 2016!

The Tenga Shop in Namba,

a district of Osaka, Japan
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The Venus for Men isn't your typical male sex toy. How

would you describe your product and since when has

it been on the market?

Bunny Lampert: The Venus for Men product has been

marketed worldwide for 22 years now. We believe this pro-

duct has always been ahead of its time - and still is. We

describe the Venus for Men as a high-tech, automatic,

customisable masturbation device.  We also describe it

as the helping hand for men with certain medical or phy-

sical limitations. The Venus for Men can help men experi-

ence orgasms and regain feelings, sensations and control

of release when needed. The Venus for Men is a multi-fa-

ceted product and can be used for fun, stamina training,

or to help with erectile dysfunctions and to reach orgasm.

How is the feedback from your customers so far?

Bunny Lampert: We have happy, happy customers all

over the world!  The first Venus's built are still in use!  It is a

joy to talk with all the customers, but even sweeter to talk
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There are cer tain products that s imply work: A design or a technique that remains popular

and modern, even several years af ter launch day. The Venus for Men is such a product. I t

has been avai lable for more than 20 years,  and even today, f i rs t-generat ion products are

in use. EAN inter viewed Bunny Lamper t,  the Product and Education Special ist  for the Venus

for  Men. Bunny told us about the reasons for  th is  last ing success,  also explain ing the

reasons why the Venus for Men is wor th every cent of i ts  pr ice – and at close to 1000

euros, that’s  a lot of cents.

“We believe this product has always
been ahead of its time - and still is.”

to those that have been with us for 10 to 20 years. All the

testimonials on the website are real and from our custo-

mers.  

The company behind Venus is Sybian, which is best known

for its products for women. Why did you decide to do

something similar for men?

Bunny Lampert: Sybian design and concept was way

ahead its time, so when the idea of a high-tech mastur-

bation device for men was presented to us, we knew that

having the ultimate product for men as well as women

was the right path.

Can you tell us a bit about the technical aspects of the

machine? How does it work and how does it differ from

other products for men?

Bunny Lampert: The Venus for Men is based on the con-

cept of a closed air system; it moves air in and out.  That

means that by using different attachments, it can stroke,

pump, or create pulsating motions. The great thing about

the Venus is that you don't need an erection to use it. This

is just one of the areas where it differs from most products

available for men.  Also, our liner is long-lasting for multiple

uses and is inexpensive to replace, unlike sleeves that you

only can use once or others that you just get a few uses

out of.

Venus costs about $1000. That's a lot when compared

to other toys on the market. What justifies this price

and which customer group are you aiming for with

the Venus?

Bunny Lampert presents Venus for Men

I N T E R V I E W
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exclusive

The Venus for Men utilises a closed air system
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Bunny Lampert: To us, price is rela-

tive; people spend money on what

they want. The Venus package is

$956, it has everything and more

that you need to get started. If you

have tried other 'toys', you've proba-

bly been disappointed – well, you

won't be with the Venus. You’re buy-

ing a product that will last a lifetime

with minimal upkeep and cost. Ho-

nestly, we are targeting all men; we

believe every guy is our potential

customer. Over the last couple of

years we have seen a lot of interest

from both, customers and physicians, who are interested

in the medical applications of the Venus.

How do marketing and advertising differ from “normal”

sex toys, like a vibrator or a masturbation sleeve, when

you try to sell a high-tech, high-price product?

Bunny Lampert: Most toys for men are not high-tech,

so we present the Venus as 'high-tech' because it is

and we try to show men that it is not a run-of-the-mill

toy. We think it’s important to show how and why it is

different from other toys, that other toys can't do,

can't function, can't perform like the Venus for Men

can. We have a marketing company that we have

been working with for a couple of years now and we

have completely rebranded our image to be more

up to date and modern, catering to what today's

customers wants.

The design of Venus could be described as functional.

Why did you decide to go with this design instead of

something more extravagant?

Bunny Lampert: I love this question!  We often des-

cribe the Venus For Men as discrete and nondescript.

I think this is another one of our great assets.  We hear

from our customers all the time how much they ap-

preciate that they can leave the Venus sitting out,

and no one would bother to ask about it. It is small

enough that it can fit in a drawer or under the bed

and not draw attention. As far as the attachments...

not every guy needs a pussy staring at him; that's

what fantasies are for!
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You offer different custom fit attach-

ments for the Venus for Men. Which

attachments can the user attach

to the machine and how do they

differ from one another?

Bunny Lampert: All the attach-

ments connect to the Venus.  The

receiver is used for stroking, and

erect, it can be used hands free, or

it can also be used if you’re flaccid.

The pump is used to engorge an

already erect penis, or can pump

up a flaccid penis.  The head mas-

sager is a unique toy that produces

a squeeze-release action that can be used anywhere on

the shaft of the penis.  Nipple massagers can be attached

to the Venus with a 'T' connector so that you can have a

sucking motion for both nipples, great for men or women!

Do you think we are seeing the rise of male sex toys right

now? Why do you think this is the case?

Bunny Lampert: Yes, toys for men are on the rise. I think

many men are finding out it's ok to look at themselves as

sexual, that it is ok to experiment, to look outside the box

of traditional thinking, and because of this, there has been

an explosion in the male sex toy market.

Would you describe the Venus as a couples product and

why?

Bunny Lampert: Absolutely!  A lot of people like to watch

their partner play with a toy - or better yet play with toys

together. The Venus for Men is great for couples; one

person can use the Venus while the other controls it.

Also, the nipple massagers are very popular and great

for couple's play.  

Are you also selling the Venus via retail stores or is it only

available at your own online shop?

Bunny Lampert: We sell the product exclusively online

at www.venusformen.com, we like the personal contact

with the customers, offering them service that only we

can provide.  We do travel to different events and con-

ferences to introduce the product to people that might

not know about the Venus. This way, the can see it in

action and ask questions.
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We often describe the Ve-

nus For Men as discrete

and nondescript.  I think that

is another one of our great

assets.”

............................................ 

“

20 years on the market:

Venus for Men
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The EP Café was opened last September when distr ibutor Eropar tner moved to new premises,

and now, Eropar tner invites suppliers,  customers, business f r iends, and other guests to lean

back and relax at their  in-house café. This month, Rebecca Annuik,  System JO's Internatio-

nal Account Manager,  v is i ted Eropar tner for product t raining, and on that occasion, she

also sat down for an inter view conducted by Eropar tner.

Conversations at the EP Café

EP: What was your reason for visiting the Eropartner Dis-

tribution HQ today?

Rebecca: Well there were multiple reasons: Firstly, to meet

their new sales team, who are great, and to provide them

with full product training in System JO so that they are fully

up to speed with the brand. Secondly, Eropartner Distribu-

tion have just picked up the DONA range which is fantastic

news so we also had training with that new range, which I

believe should have arrived by the time you are reading

this. Thirdly was to also see their great new warehouse and

office they have built. 

This month's guest: Rebecca Annuik, International Account Manager System JO

Rebecca Annuik

at the EP Café
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EP: You’re working with System JO, one of the best-known

names in the industry. What’s it like to work there?

Rebecca: It's a real honour to work for one of the leading

brands and I was really excited to join Solomon and the

team. I was given a great opportunity in a new role to

manage the international market. We also have a great

team behind the scenes that do an incredible amount of

work to make it all  happen. There have also been some

recent changes to the business.  Solomon decided to sell

the company to the private equity firm Catalus Capital

last September and this will enable the brand to further

develop in the future. They have ambitious plans, I'm really

looking forward to the year ahead. 

EP: Where does System Jo get their inspiration? Where do

you get your inspiration to do the product trainings?

Rebecca: Our inspiration is quite simple: We are obsessed

with making a better product. We are a group of creators

who strive to achieve  perfection and provide a level of

 quality essential for a category leader. This is the reason

we offer a satisfaction guarantee: We want to hear from

you, we want to grow with you, and we always want to

provide better  options. I consider our new and  improved

USDA formula to be a great example of this.

EP: What will be the new trends in  lubricants and sensual

body care  products?

Rebecca: First is regulatory trends - Class II medical devices

are only allowed to be one thing. As we all know, silicone

products make wonderful massage options, but stating

this to a group would be to  represent a class II medical

device “off label”. This would exceed the limitations of a

510K.Packaging is boiled down to the basics, less is more

in the world of  medical devices – this was a major reason

exclusive
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for our rebrand. To

give an example,

since the begin-

ning of JO, we

wanted to intro-

duce people to a

higher quality pro-

duct. Our slogan:

Meet Your New Best

Friend was our way of encoura-

ging consumers to see and feel the  difference. We have

always been known for our satisfaction guarantee, and

we have built a brand around friendly, connected

 customer service. Meet your new best friend was removed

from our packaging because it was read as a literal claim.

If a consumer was to buy this product… then they 

would literally meet their new best friend… Sounds kind 

of  silly – right? This is a prime example of 

how being classified as a medical device changes 

things quite a bit.

There are a lot of things in the market that will no longer be

needed, since they have never really said much. For

 instance, Peta certified symbols on packaging. I think we

all can connect with what Peta does as a company,

 speaking on behalf of animals and representing their rights

is a noble cause – anyone who says otherwise would

surely have a heart of stone.

As far as its purpose on a medical device, it offers nothing

to the consumer but a symbol. PETA does not do anything

to become involved with the manufacturing process, this

does not improve the quality of goods, nor verify that

 requirements are being followed. It is basically signing a

piece of paper that shows personal intent as a

 manufacturer – we intend to not test on animals – though

there is no verification of this. 

We all hopefully know by now that animal testing is a

 requirement for a class II medical device. Don’t get me

wrong, NO ONE likes this – but it is an unfortunate step

 towards legalisation of a personal lubricant. We are all

aware of how sensitive this topic is, we only hope that

consumers will  understand that it is not a decision that we,

or any other manufacturer, made but a requirement that

must be followed.

Consumer trends for lubricants - As a manufacturer, 

one of the biggest trends at this moment is the debate

 regarding parabens as a preservative agent. Though these

preservatives are considered safe and are frequently used,

many  consumers have started looking for products that

are free of this ingredient. I don’t want to go into detail

 regarding both sides of this increasing trend, we only wish

to support consumers in their decision to  purchase a

 product that is ideal for them. That is why we offer a wide

range of formulas that are paraben-free. Of course, we

also offer formulas utilising this high quality synthetic

 preservative system. It is not a topic that can clearly and

definitively be right or wrong, this or that. At this moment, it

is a trend in manufacturing products of this nature. It is

 currently considered a safe ingredient and has passed

 rigorous testing for countless medical devices.

I hear a lot of buzz around glycerin as an ingredient. There

are many websites that state that this ingredient causes

yeast infections due to its sugar content. Glycerin, although

being a sugar alcohol, contains neither sugar nor alcohol.

I always find this to be a bit humorous. Of course, we

 manufacture products that are free of glycerin to ensure

consumers have this option.

Gluten-free is a major trend right now. People want to

know if their lubricant contains gluten. I think this is an

 interesting trend because we are of course talking about

a substance present in cereal grains and wheat that  

is responsible for the elastic texture of dough. Most  

cellulose sources are not sourced from these types of

food ingredients – for instance, ours comes from wood

 fibre. The amount of consumers who suffer from celiac

disease is low, yet this consumer trend has grown so 

rapidly that shows throughout a wide range of industries.

Of course, this is not to diminish or discredit consumers

who suffer from gluten allergies, it is only to state how rapid

this topic has grown, with little medical data to support a

surge of people who are born with celiac disease.

EP: What do retailers need to know about the brand?

What would your ultimate retailer/sales tip be? What is

crucial (knowledge/or in terms of POS material) to have?

Rebecca: The brand was originally developed for

 gynaecologists, which is a great foundation for any

 lubricant business. My ultimate sales tip would be to  always

have testers and actively get the customers to test the

 lubricant on their hand in store - we support our customers

with testers for the JO range.
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earlier taglines was "captivate your body and set your

fantasies free." Sex on a Sportsheet® gives you the same

mental freedom as flying a helicopter.

What was your childhood ambition? 

Tom: I dreamed of becoming an astronaut and wanted

to be a professional skier. In 1969 when they did the

moon landing, I thought all the good jobs at NASA had

already been taken, so skiing sounded like a better op-

tion. I pursued that for 6 years in Aspen, Colorado. 

How did you get into the love toy industry? 

Tom: Well, it's an old familiar story - I'll recap it briefly.

In the late 80s, talk show host David Letterman wore

a Velcro® suit, jumped off a trampoline, and stuck

himself onto a wall. It inspired a joke among my

friends about sticking your girlfriend to a Velcro® wall

and having sex with her. We all thought it was a pretty

interesting idea, and it was an idea that wouldn't go

away. I contacted the man from Velcro® USA and

he provided me with the materials that made up the

Sportsheet®. The rest, as they say, is history. I bought

a sewing machine, taught myself how to sew, and

then started outsourcing the sewing to local con-

tractors in the Los Angeles area. We learned about

an upcoming swinger’s convention where we debu-

ted the Sportsheet®. Back then we didn't even have

packaging, but we sold out of the original Sport-

sheet® that same night.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be 

doing now? 

Questions & Answers  

You were a helicopter pilot before you founded Sport-

sheets. Was the sky too limitless for you, so you deci-

ded to create a product that makes sure people stay

put?

Tom Stewart: Flying a helicopter gives you the freedom

to go anywhere. You can fly a helo, land, and take off

wherever you want. Conversely, with the Sportsheet®

(once you're tied up) you can't go anywhere. When you

let yourself get tied up, its mental freedom. One of our

Is there a life after working in the adult industry? As far as Tom Stewar t is concerned, the

answer is clearly yes! The former military pilot and founder of Spor tsheets already knows which

project he is going to dedicate himself to after his career: He will pour his hear t into the

charity organisation Drums for Drummers. In this edition of Monthly Mayhem, Tom explains

what this charity is all about and why he didn’t end up being an astronaut.

Tom Stewart  

exclusive
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Tom: I'd be selling drones and col-

lecting donated drums. I think the

emerging market use of drones is

exciting. The application for drones

is almost unimaginable. I like to be

on the forward, creative edge be-

fore something is trending, and

that's where drones are right now.

We have established a non-profit

organisation dedicated to placing

drum kits into underfunded music

programs for kids. The organisation

is in tribute to my late father, Carl

Stewart, who was a lifetime jazz

drummer. When I retire from Sport-

sheets, I will probably be working

on DrumsForDrummers.org (D4D)

full-time.

What was the biggest step in your

career? 

Tom: It's a great question, but I

can't say that there was any single

significant step. It's been like a lad-

der: every giant step is just the next

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M

rung up the ladder. I think the most

significant step was after starting

Sportsheets® in our house, opera-

ting out of the garage, we finally

moved into a commercial faci-

lity/warehouse. That really set us on

a path of commitment. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 ye-

ars’ time? 

Tom: Geographically, I’ll be shuttling

between Denver, Colorado, and

Southern California. In business, my

partner and sister, Julie, will continue

running the company, as she is now.

I'd like to still have some involvement

with developing/creating new pro-

duct, but I plan to be doing Drums

for Drummers & other community

service projects for a long time. 

How do you envisage the future of

the love toy industry? 

Tom: There will be many more direct

purchases from China. I think the

................

I like to be on the forward, creative edge 

before something is trending.”

...........................“
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China manufactures will start to

have warehouses here and directly

ship their goods. Materials for sex

toys will evolve further and become

more amazing, as they have over

the last 10 years.

What is your idea of a perfect wor-

king day? 

Tom: Sleep in, work out or spend

four hours skiing, go to work for three

hours, and go home to a dinner

meal on the table. By the way, that’s

a fantasy. 

How do you relax after work? 

Tom: I don't actually “relax” much.

When I come home, I like to cook

because it offsets my mind against

the day. I don't have to keep thin-

king about what just happened or

what's going to happen tomorrow

or next week. It lets me decom-

press and I get to be creative in

the kitchen.

For six years, Tom Stewart

pursued a career as a professional skier

Tom Stewart was a military

helicopter pilot before he started Sportsheets
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Who would you consider your role model and why?

Tom: Lieutenant Colonel Trev Sarles, the commanding

officer of my Marine helicopter squadron. He was a

true professional, gentleman, a warrior, and above

all, a leader. All of us pilots looked up to him and

tried to emulate him. Sex toy manufacturing is very

different from flying helicopters, but the leadership

that I learned from him carries me through to this

very day.

Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to

someone. Who’s the lucky winner? 

Tom: That would be my wife, Kimberly Beth, for the

highest meritorious service of supporting me for over

20 years, and for being the best friend a wife could

ever be. 

Which personal success are you proud of? 

Tom: I would say of all the things I've done, building

Sportsheets® as a family business carries with it the

most satisfaction. Of all the difficult things I've done,

from skiing to graduating college to joining the military

and flying helicopters to being an airline pilot, building

Sportsheets® was truly the most arduous endeavor

I've set out to do. It required the hardest work and the

most sacrifice. 

What do you particularly like about yourself?  

Tom: I can still see things with a sense of humour.

Which vice could you never forgive? 

Tom: Betrayal is probably the one thing I could not

forgive. As for vices, corruption and child porn/abuse.

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M

What song do you sing in the shower? 

Tom: All of them!

Who would you never ever like to see naked?

Tom: It would have to be Hilary Clinton. 

With whom would you like to go to the cinema and

what film would you watch? 

Tom: John Travolta to watch Pulp Fiction.

You have a month’s holiday. Where would you go?

Tom: Micronesia or Europe.

Which three things would you take with you to a de-

serted island? 

Tom: My wife, sunscreen, and a copy of Robinson Cru-

soe, so I can see how he did it. 

If you could swap lives with somebody for a day, who

would it be? 

Tom: Either my sister or my wife. I'd like to see how

they see me. I think that would make me a better

person.

Is there anything you would never do again? 

Tom: A couple of girlfriends, long ago. 

Do you have some good advice you want to share

with our readers? 

Tom: If you're interested in flying and don't have your

pilots license, go for a demo flight. If you've never tried

the Sportsheet®, my advice is take a ride on a set of

Sportsheets®. Lastly, get ready. It's later than you think.
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